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Abstract
This thesis investigates the gestural interaction problem and in particular the usage of gestures
for human-robot interaction. The lack of a clear definition of the problem statement and a
common terminology resulted in a fragmented field of research where building upon prior
work is rare. The scope of the research presented in this thesis, therefore, consists in laying
the foundation to help the community to build a more homogeneous research field.
The main contributions of this thesis are twofold: (i) a taxonomy to define gestures;
and (ii) an ingegneristic definition of the gestural interaction problem. The contributions
resulted is a schema to represent the existing literature in a more organic way, helping future
researchers to identify existing technologies and applications, also thanks to an extensive
literature review.
Furthermore, the defined problem has been studied in two of its specialization: (i)
direct control and (ii) teaching of a robotic manipulator, which leads to the development of
technological solutions for gesture sensing, detection and classification, which can possibly
be applied to other contexts.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Human Robot Interaction in Industrial Scenario
Manufacturing industries are expected to face a decisive paradigm shift, according to the
German federal government Industry 4.0 program, which envisions a tight relationship
between good producers and customers, and therefore highly dynamic factories, as the future
of automation [1]. A closer relationship with customers and a fast market evolution will likely
require high standards of flexibility. Smart factories tackle these requirements by adapting
and modifying the production and supply chains to evolving market needs [2]. In order to
make this vision possible, humans are expected to work alongside and cooperate with robots,
which will have to be often reprogrammed to adapt to new tasks. The Industry 4.0 paradigm
requires techniques for fast and easy-to-attain robot task reconfiguration and for enhancing
the human-robot interaction. The need of a shared working environment in which humans
and robots could cooperate in a safe and productive way had drove the research in different
fields. Safety in human robot interaction have been achieved using torque sensors [3], touch
sensors [4] and vision [5]. At the same time new solutions, to schedule the work between
human operators and robots [6] and to program robots, [7] have been proposed. Moreover,
new alternatives have been explored to enrich the human-robot interaction leveraging speech
[8], touch screens [9] and gestures.
For our work we have focused on the gestural interaction and its possible application in
an industrial scenario.
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1.2 Gesture Based Human Robot Interaction
Gestures have been explored as a communication channel both in human-computer (HCI)
and human-robot (HRI) interaction. Usually, gestures are aimed at unlocking a new com-
munication channel to send commands to a machine. We refer to this kind of interaction
as functional human-machine interaction (HMI), and we distinguish it from the notion of
social HMI1, according to which a machine encodes and exploits human cognitive models
for better interaction.
In this thesis, we want to critically analyse the widely accepted idea that gesture-based
interaction is a more natural alternative to classic tools such as the keyboard, mouse or
joystick. Gesture-based interaction is of course natural for social HMI, as well as in
functional HMI scenarios in which each human motion can be piece-wise mapped to a given
machine status, e.g., the manipulation of objects in virtual reality by tracking the human
hand, where the virtual object pose can be mapped to a Cartesian reference frame centred
on the hand itself. Nevertheless, when we define a synthetic gestural language to substitute
such tools as the keyboard and the mouse, we are not creating a natural interaction modality
[10], since we are not defining a new interaction language, rather we superimpose the
gestural language to the one entailed by the keyboard or mouse. To this extent, gesture-based
interaction provides an alternative that in certain scenarios can yield a better user experience.
For example, in automotive, gestures can be used to interact with the infotainment system
without taking the eyes off the road [11]. Therefore, the overall idea in developing gesture-
based interfaces should be to provide a new easy-to-use tool able to substitute or at least
integrate the classic ones.
In the literature, gesture-based interaction with machines has gained much attention in
the past few years in the context of Industry 4.0, whereby inherently safe, task-adaptive,
and easy-to-program collaborative robots are expected to work alongside and cooperate
with human operators in shop-floor or warehouse environments [1]. The need for a shared
workspace where human operators and robots can perform turn-taking or joint operations
safely and effectively has steered research in human-robot collaboration (HRC) along differ-
ent directions. Whilst safety aspects in HRC have been predominant in research, and have
been grounded by the use of different sensing modalities, e.g., force/torque sensors [3], touch
sensors [23][4] and vision [5], also issues related to human-robot task allocation [6][24],
and robot behaviour programming [7] have been investigated. New alternatives have been
1For the analysis considered in this paper, we argue that there are many common aspects for what regards
HCI and HRI, and therefore we will refer in the paper to the broader notion of HMI.
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explored as well to enrich the interaction process, leveraging speech [8], touch screens [9]
and human gestures.
Human-robot gestural interaction has been explored since late 1990s when the recognition
of six different arm gestures has been used to control a wheeled robot [12]. Gesture-based
interaction has been traditionally paired with speech-based interaction [25, 26] to enrich
the communication spectrum, and it can substitute speech entirely in noisy environments
[12], or used to substitute such tools as teach pendants when human operators can not
get their hands free. Since first attempts, gesture recognition has been used in different
applications to interact with robots. User-defined hand and finger gestures have been coupled
together with face identification to allow people with disabilities to control an intelligent
wheelchair [13]. Similarly, head orientation and bi-manual gestures perceived using an RGB
camera have been selected to communicate with the pet-like robot AIBO2 [14]. Alternatively,
wrist-worn accelerometers have been used to detect arm gestures aimed at controlling a
6-DoF manipulator [15], and providing commands to wheeled robots [16]. Arm gestures
2Web: https://us.aibo.com/
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have been explored to provide task level information to a mobile manipulator [17], and
to control a wheeled robot [18]. While pointing gestures have proved useful in indicating
directions to assist a humanoid robot in navigation tasks [19], the usage of gestures to specify
commands has been explored in difficult scenarios where other kinds of communication are
very likely to fail, such as underwater [22]. The communication of a discrete command to an
intelligent system implies the usage of a discrete gesture, while continuous commands used
to tele-operate a wheeled robot [20] or a manipulator [21] necessitate continuous gestures3.
Table 1.1 summarises the previously discussed papers, describing the used sensors, the
number of gestures (if applicable), and the gesture types. In the Table, we could specify the
number of gestures when the referenced paper was considering discrete gestures and not
continuous ones since discrete gestures imply the presence of a gesture dictionary. Although
HRC is only one of the possible examples whereby gesture-based interaction can be exploited,
nonetheless it constitutes a compelling use case because it entails a physical system whose
reactions to gestures are embodied. It is noteworthy, however, that we consider HRC as a
motivating scenario, but our analysis and conclusions are by no means limited to it. The
descriptions of the gestures in papers outlined in the Table have been elaborated by the
authors of this paper on the basis of the papers themselves since usually gestures are not
accurately described. This is a symptom of a deeper problem in this research field, i.e., an
almost complete lack of standards, and therefore a concrete difficulty in building on top of
the current state-of-the-art. This is even more acute in HCI scenarios.
Current literature lacks: (i) a common agreement of what a gesture is, which we aim at
addressing in the context of HMI interfaces and not limited to HRI; (ii) a comprehensive
taxonomy describing gestures in their relations with a generic intelligent system, and we
provide a new gesture taxonomy based on a reasoned analysis of existing ones; (iii) a clear
analysis of the involved problems in using gestures for HMI, which we better formalise as
the Gestural Interaction for User Interfaces (GI-UI) problem. As a consequence the thesis
is organised as follow. Chapter 2 aims at laying the ground with a definition of what a
gesture is, introduces a multi-modal taxonomy of gestures, discussed the problem as entailed
by gesture-based HMI and present a classification of the existing literature exploiting all
the conceptual tool developed so far. Chapter 3 describes the usage of discrete gestures in
HRI for industrial application and chapter 4 describes the usage of continuous gesture for
3This is an intuitive introduction to the concept of discrete and continuous gestures that will be formalised
in the next Section.
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programming by demonstration, a programming paradigm particularly useful for industrial
robots4. Conclusion follows.
4The work carried on for this thesis resulted in different publications. In particular: the content of Chapter 2
has been submitted for review to IEEE Transaction of Cybernetics; the gesture recognition method introduced
in Chapter 3 have been published in the IEEE International Conference on Robot & Human Communication
[27]; and the content of Chapter 4 have been published in the International Journal of Social Robotics [28].
Chapter 2
Background & Problem Statement
In HMI, the user interface is a system, composed either by physical or software components,
which allows someone to use a machine or an intelligent system. Obviously enough, the
kinds of such machines or intelligent systems someone can interact with are countless,
and vary from such physical systems as robots, to disembodied software applications. In
interfaces which we can term as classical, user interaction is mediated by physical tools,
e.g., a keyboard, and usually feedback is provided as a reasoned combination or sequence of
visual stimuli, e.g., in the case of a graphical user interface (GUI).
In this thesis, we focus on gesture-based interaction for user interfaces, and in particular,
we narrow down our attention on its technological requirements. In GUIs, a user directly
interacts with the machine or intelligent system by means of gestures, although a physical
device is still needed to perceive the gesture. As far as feedback is concerned, the classical
approach could be seen as limited in different situations, e.g., while tele-operating a robot
visual feedback may be directly provided by robot motion, and therefore a GUI may not be
strictly necessary. Moreover, the concept of GUI is evolving because of the introduction
of new visualisation techniques, for instance, those related to virtual or augmented reality,
which as a matter of fact can be considered a whole separate field of research. For these
reasons, and to devote much attention to a general analysis of gesture-based interaction, we
decide to consider out of scope for this thesis how system feedback is conveyed to the user.
Interfaces mediated by tools such as keyboards or teach pendants, joysticks, and switches
meant at controlling industrial robots are characterised by operations defined by the class
the tool belongs to, their specific layout, and the user experience layer implementing the
interface logic and a context-based feedback. Similarly, the operation of a gesture-based
interface is defined by different albeit correlated components, either physical or disembodied,
which define how a gesture is perceived, which gestures the system is expected to react to,
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and how. The first step in the analysis of gesture-based interaction is obviously the definition
of what a gesture is, how it can be characterised, and how such characterisation affects the
structure of a gesture-based interface.
2.1 Gesture Definition
In general terms, it is not possible to provide an overall definition of what a gesture is, but it
is possible to define it in the narrow scenario of HMI [29]. The notion of “gesture” results
intuitive and, probably for this reason, in the literature the majority of works aiming at
developing techniques and conceptual frameworks for gesture-based HMI do not explicitly
define it. However, from an analysis of current state-of-the-art literature, we can extrapolate
that, in HMI scenarios, gestures have been defined as trajectories [29, 30] of body motion
[31–33] or poses [34] performed intentionally [35, 36] with the intent of conveying mean-
ingful information or interacting with the environment [31, 34, 32, 33]. Therefore, we can
summarise state-of-the-art definitions by giving ours:
Gestures are body actions that humans intentionally perform to affect the be-
haviour of an intelligent system.
In providing this definition we have tried to be the more general as possible, with the aim of
including all the different aspects which are present directly or indirectly in the literature1.
The usage of "body actions", substituting motions or poses, is meant at yielding a general
definition without focusing on a particular kind of gesture. Similarly, references to a particular
body part, although in the literature gestures are usually defined for upper limbs, have been
neglected in favour of a broader definition. Furthermore, the usage of the word "intentionally"
is due to the context of our definition. In fact, functional HMI implies that users are aware
that the system they are interacting with is monitoring their actions, and a gesture, to be
meaningful for the interaction, should be performed intentionally. Therefore, this aspect
should be included in the definition, since the machine should be able to distinguish between
gestures and unintentional actions. The generic reference to the "behaviour" of an intelligent
system allows us to consider a definition encompassing different applications and different
mapping about how a gesture could affect the system.
1The focus of the definition is the action performed by a human and not the effects that it could have on
other sensory media such as, for example, sound waves. Therefore vocal utterances are not gestures.
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Figure 2.1 full-body (a) and hand (b) skeleton [37].
Inspired by those references whereby gestures are defined as trajectories in space, we
extrapolated an analytical definition. If we represent the human body using a skeleton model
such as the one in Figure 2.1, we can define human body postures using a joint status vector:
q(t) = {q1, . . .qi, . . .qn}
where qi is the general joint angle between two consecutive skeleton links (lying on the plane
where the two links reside), and n is the number of the considered joint angles in the skeleton.
Furthermore, we can define q̇(t) and q̈(t) as the angular velocities and accelerations of each
joint, respectively. Then, we can define a trajectory in a n-dimensional space containing joint
angles, their angular velocities and accelerations as:
τ (ts, te) = {q(ts) . . .q(te), q̇(ts) . . . q̇(te), q̈(ts) . . . q̈(te)}
where ts is the time instant in which the trajectory starts and te is when it ends. Therefore:
Gestures are trajectories τ (ts, te) that human intentionally perform to affect the
behaviour of an intelligent system.
The substitution of the notion of "action" with that of a "trajectory" does not alter the
generality of the definition as posed above. In fact, as we will see in the next Section, while
trajectories represent a motion naturally, they can be used to describe poses as well. It is
worth noting that our definition is articulated in two components, namely the trajectory,
and the behaviour of the intelligent system. This conceptual separation will prove to be
particularly useful in the next Section when we will define gesture taxonomies.
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2.2 A Gesture Taxonomy
2.2.1 Analysis of Existing Taxonomies
Being able to establish appropriate gesture taxonomies is fundamental to properly define
the kind of gestures a given HMI system is employing, and to have a clear understanding of
the issues that such interface should address. Although in the literature this information is
usually overlooked, characterising the kind of considered gestures is fundamental because it
influences the synthesis of a well-defined problem statement for gesture-based interaction
with machines. Before designing gesture-based interfaces, it is necessary to envisage a
new taxonomy or to select an existing one. Gestures are complex elements of an interface
and can be described from many perspectives and considering different characteristics. In
this Section, we analyse five characterising features discussed in the literature to propose
conceptualisations of gesture taxonomies, namely time, context, level of instruction, body
part, and spatial influence.
The first gesture characteristic we consider is related to its temporal duration. From the
temporal perspective, it is almost universally accepted that gestures can be classified as static
or dynamic [38, 39, 31, 40–43, 11, 33]. Definitions can vary, but as a general rule-of-thumb
static gestures are characterised by poses, while dynamic ones by motions. In the literature,
dynamic gestures have been described as composed of three phases, namely pre-stroke (or
preparation), stroke, and post-stroke (or retraction) [44, 31]. In the pre-stroke phase, a human
moves to the starting pose associated with the gesture, during stroke the salient movement of
the gesture happens, while in post-stroke either a resting position or the starting pose of the
next gesture is reached. Two additional phases can be added [45], namely pre-stroke hold (if
stroke is delayed), and post-stroke hold (if post-stroke is delayed).
The second gesture characteristic we discuss is related to the context associated with a
gesture execution. Context-oriented taxonomies generated in semiotic studies have been
adopted in HMI, and from time to time adapted to specific scenarios. However, the lack of a
shared taxonomy leads to an heterogeneous and quite diversified literature, where the same
concept, notion, or term can have a varied meaning. Nevertheless, a few similarities can be
observed, which can contribute to a principled definition of a gesture. On a general basis, the
dichotomy between gestures meant at communication (i.e., communicative gestures), and
those targeted at manipulation (i.e., manipulative gestures) is widely accepted [44, 29, 46–48].
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As an example, Quek et al. [44] provides a compelling example of the differences between
them:
An orchestral conductor’s hand motions are intended to communicate temporal,
affective and interpretive information to the orchestra. A pianist’s hand move-
ments are meant to perturb the ivories. While it may be possible to observe the
pianist’s hands, the hand and finger movements are not meant to communicate
with anyone.
A recent, visual depiction on the communicative power of hand and arm gestures postulated
by Quek et al. [44] as implemented in robots can be found in Alter 3, a humanoid torso from
Ishiguro Labs characterised by human-like appearances acting as an orchestral conductor.
The literature presents extensive classifications for communicative gestures, but only to a
lesser extent for manipulative ones [44, 40, 49, 48].
Communicative gestures are further classified in [44] as symbols and acts. Symbols are
gestures serving a linguistic role, and therefore requiring a common (typically mediated
also by culture) background shared between the agent performing the gesture and the one
having to interpret it, being the latter a human or a machine. In this context, a symbol can be
referential or modalising:
• referential gestures are irrespective of other (active or inactive) communication chan-
nels and have a direct mapping into language significants or even words, e.g., rubbing
the index and the thumb refers to money;
• modalizing gestures complement other active communication channels to add further
information, e.g., holding hands apart while talking about an object may imply that it
is long or short.
Acts are gestures whereby the associated motion is directly connected with the intended
meaning. An act can be classified as being mimetic or deictic:
• mimetic gestures represent common sense or familiar concepts usually performing a
pantomime, e.g., mimicking the lighting up of a cigarette to ask for a lighter;
• deictic gestures, also known as pointing gestures, can be further classified as specific (if
used to select a given object), generic (if used to identify a class of objects by pointing
to one of them), and metonymic (when pointing to an object to refer to some entity
related to it or its function).
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Stern et al. [40] extend the previous classification of manipulative and communicative
gestures with other two kinds of gestures, namely control and conversational gestures:
• control gestures are used to command real or virtual objects, e.g., pointing gestures
used to command a robot to pick up an object;
• conversational gestures occur during verbal interaction and refer to speech-related
content.
Rojas-Muñoz and Wachs [49], introduce the so-called MAGIC gestural taxonomy, and
divide gestures in communicative, manipulative, Butterworth’s, and regulatory. While
communicative and manipulative gestures have meanings similar to the descriptions given
above, Butterworth’s gestures are meant at signalling a failure in speech, e.g., the gesticulation
of someone trying to recall or articulate a word, whereas regulatory gestures help control and
better understand a conversation, e.g., understanding whose turn is to speak. It is noteworthy
that the MAGIC taxonomy describes also nested classifications for communicative and
regulator gestures. However, since no clear description is provided for subclasses, we do not
detail the analysis here.
Karam and Schraefel [39] propose a slightly different taxonomy, dividing gestures in
deictic, manipulative, semaphoric, gesticulative, linguistic, and with multiple styles:
• as also discussed above, deictic gestures are related to pointing movements used to
establish the identity or the spatial position of an object;
• manipulative gestures are meant at controlling any object by mapping the gesture
movement to the location and pose of the object;
• semaphoric gestures require a stylised dictionary of static or dynamic gestures usually
associated with a command;
• gesticulation motions are hand movements performed while a person is speaking;
• linguistic gestures are meant at composing sentences in a language, e.g., in case of
sign language for deaf people;
• multiple styles are gestures without a specific focus and are composed of a variety of
other kinds of gestures.
Finally, Vuletic et al. [48] try to uniform taxonomies already present in the literature.
Their proposed taxonomy recognises the difference between manipulative and communicative
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gestures. However, they divide communicative gestures in independent and speech-related
ones. Whilst independent gestures include symbolic, semaphoric, and pantomimic gestures,
as described above, speech-related gestures complement speech contents, and are divided into
iconic (further divided into pictographic, spatiographic, kinematographic, and metaphoric),
modalising, cohesive, Butterworth’s, adaptive, and deictic. Modalising, Butterworth’s, and
deictic gestures have been described above, whereas:
• iconic gestures complement information conveyed by speech to better illustrate what
has been said, an example being a hand rolling motion while describing a rolling
stone down a hill, and are further divided in pictographic, i.e., describing shapes,
spatiographic, i.e., describing spatial relationships, kinematographic, i.e., describing
actions, and metaphoric, i.e., for such abstract concepts as a cutting-like gesture used
to interrupt a conversation;
• cohesive gestures are performed to refer to concepts previously introduced in the
conversation;
• adaptive gestures are involuntary motions performed to release body tension.
The third gesture characteristic we focus on, i.e., the level of instruction, has been intro-
duced in the review by Vuletic et al. [48]. From the perspective put forth in that review,
gesture-based HMI can be classified in prescribes, i.e., those interfaces in which a gesture
dictionary is required, and free-form, i.e., a dictionary is not necessary. It is noteworthy
that here a focus shift is present. In fact, all previous taxonomies are gesture-centred, while
when considering the level of instruction and the taxonomy proposed in the review, what is
classified is the whole interaction.
As a side result, the work in [48] also highlights the difficulty faced by the scientific
community to build on top of existing work because of a lack of datasets, and a clear problem
statement in gesture-based HMI research. Although it provides an excellent contribution in
reviewing gesture-based HMI approaches, nonetheless it does not provide any new common
framework to be shared by the whole community and therefore adopted for future research.
In our opinion, the features characterising gestures in HMI interfaces influence the
problem statement, but not all differences in gesture features imply a difference in the
problem statement itself. Just for the sake of the argument, a machine used to interpret
sign languages or semaphoric gestures should face the same engineering issues, namely
human actions be sensed continuously, relevant part of the data stream be isolated to prevent
unintentional movements to be recognised as actions, the selected data segment be classified
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according to a dictionary, and a meaning be associated with the performed action, whereas for
a semaphoric gesture each class would have to be associated with a given command. On the
contrary, if we consider a manipulative gesture, human actions should be continuously sensed,
the data stream be processed to extract relevant features, e.g., the hand orientation, and those
features be continuously mapped to a relevant machine function, e.g., the orientation of
an object in a 3D virtual environment. These are two cases whereby the selected gestures
affect data processing, but other differences can affect other aspects of the problem statement.
For example, a gesture performed with an arm can be sensed using a wrist-worn Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) but in order to sense a gesture performed with the fingers, another
device should be used.
The latter example allows us to introduce the fourth gesture characteristic we consider, i.e.,
the body part used to perform a gesture. This characteristic is usually ignored in the literature
since gestures, especially in HMI interfaces, are implicitly considered to be performed with
upper limbs. For this reason, apart from very few cases, in the literature, the specification
of the used body part is completely neglected, which can be a major cause of confusion.
Although it is implicit that gestures are performed with upper limbs, it is not always clear if
a specific gesture requires using an arm, an hand or the fingers. Only a few works clearly
specify their focus on hand-based gestures [50] or organise gestures as hand-arm, head-face
and body [31].
Finally, the last gesture characteristic described and used to classify gesture-based inter-
action is spatial influence [31]. According to this perspective, the same gesture may have a
different meaning depending on where it is performed, location framing a sort of contextual
information. For example, pressing a mid-air virtual button it is always performed in the
same way, however, the position of the hand determines which button is actually pressed
[51].
2.2.2 A reasoned Taxonomy of Gestures
In this Section, building on the knowledge about available, state-of-the-art, gesture tax-
onomies introduced above, we can define and describe the components of the taxonomy we
introduce in this work. As a preliminary note, we stress out that our taxonomy is focused on
the issues that each gesture characterisation implies, where no sociological connotation is
involved. In the discussion that follows, we first define the main characteristics, and then we
analyse how they affect the problem statement. We consider four features, which we refer to
as effect, time, focus, and space.
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The effect is aimed at describing how a gesture is going to affect the machine the human
is interacting with. If we refer to the function mapping a gesture τ to the system state as
f (τ ), its effect describes the mapping itself. According to their effect, gestures can be either
continuous or discrete. The information yield by a continuous gesture is mapped at each
time instant to a change in the interface state, while for discrete gestures such change is
atomically associated with the whole gesture. A gesture effect has also implications on
the system state, which should be continuous or discrete according to the selected kind of
gestures. Let us define Sc ∈Rn as an n-dimensional continuous state, and Sd ∈ S as a discrete
state, where S the set of all possible, countable, discrete states. For continuous gestures,
f (τ ) has domain τ (te−ts) and codomain S(te−ts)c , whereas for discrete gestures the codomain
is simply the discrete state Sd . The two time instances ts and te, defined in Section 2.1, refer
to the start and end events of a gesture. Obviously, and adopting a pragmatic perspective,
Sc can not be ideally continuous, since its variations are related to the frequency at which
the gesture is sampled by the employed sensors. If we consider a parallelism with the
mouse-keyboard interface, continuous gestures are mouse movements while discrete gestures
are the keystrokes. It is noteworthy that although the classification between continuous
and discrete gestures could recall the dichotomy between manipulative and communicative
gestures, they are intrinsically different. The context characteristic described above has
been used to describe the intended meaning of gestures, for example, if they are aimed at
manipulation or communication, while here we are describing the nature of the gesture effect.
As an example, let us consider two different communicative gestures, i.e., semaphoric and
language gestures. The former class includes gestures whose effect is defined on the basis of
a synthetic dictionary associated with the execution of a command, while the latter is related
to gestures characterised by a linguistic role. This difference in their usage characterises their
distinction from a contextual perspective. However, from an effect-related perspective, as
long as these gestures are associated with a discrete command and a word, respectively, they
are both discrete gestures.
In continuity with state-of-the-art taxonomies, the time characteristic classifies gestures in
static or dynamic. However, differently from what is typically postulated in the literature,
where phases are only foreseen for dynamic gestures, we organise all gestures in three phases,
i.e., preparation, stroke and retraction. A classification of a gesture as static or dynamic is
aimed at describing the human behaviour during the stroke phase. Therefore, in our case, a
person performing a static gesture first moves to the desired pose (preparation), then keeps a
static pose for an arbitrary amount of time (stroke), and finally returns to the rest position
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(retraction). If we refer to the gesture definition introduced in Section 2.1, we can specify
that for dynamic gestures it exists at least one qi ∈ q such that q̇i ̸= 0, whereas for static
gestures it holds that q̇(ts) = q̈(ts) = 0. Please notice that ts and te refer here to the starting
and ending time of the stroke phase.
Our taxonomy enforces that static gestures cannot be considered continuous. In fact,
although a static gesture per se may be considered continuous, it is not possible to associate
a static gesture to a continuous system state. To make this possible, it would be necessary to
define an infinite amount of postures for each possible instance element of the continuous
system state, and this is not only impractical but de facto impossible.
In the taxonomy, focus describes which body parts are relevant for a gesture. The name
of this characteristic has been chosen to highlight the fact that the relevance of a body part
is determined a priori by the HMI requirements, and it does not depend on the specific
action. For example, in an application whereby the focus is on the arm, whichever gesture is
performed by the hand is ignored. The focus characteristic does not divide gestures in distinct
classes, but describes each gesture using the names of the relevant body parts. Referring
again to our gesture definition, the focus on a specific body part implies that we are interested
only in the status of the joints relevant to that body part, e.g., in an hand gesture, the interested
joints are the ones modelling the wrist, essentially. For this reason, a waving gesture is first
of all an arm gesture, since the motion is generated by arm joints, and can be considered a
combined arm-hand gesture if we are interested even in the status of the wrist.
Considering only relevant body parts helps reduce the size of an associated classification
problem. In fact, if just a subset p(t) ⊆ q(t) is needed to represent a gesture, then the
trajectory associated with that gesture can be redefined as τ p(ts, te). It is noteworthy that
focus can also model gestures referring to multiple, or even non directly connected, body
parts, e.g., bi-manual gestures [52].
The last gesture characteristic we include, namely space, likewise other taxonomies
described in the previous Section, determines whether the meaning associated with a gesture
is influenced by the physical location of the body part performing it. According to this
distinction, gestures can be spatially related or unrelated. We have previously seen how the
discrete gesture of a mid-air virtual button pressure can be spatially related. Similarly, a
manipulative gesture for dragging and dropping a virtual object is spatially related, however
a manipulative gesture for controlling the velocity of a mobile robot by means of the arm
inclination and rotation, as done in [20], is spatially unrelated.
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Table 2.1 Summary of the influence that gestures can have on sensing, data processing, and
system reaction according to the gesture type.
Characteristic Sensing Data Processing System Reaction
Effect None Major Major
Time Major Minor None
Focus Minor Minor None
Space Major Minor None
The four characteristics described in the Section make up our gesture taxonomy. A human
action can be composed of multiple gestures. Getting back to the hand waving example, if
we want to describe the fact that the fingers are spread while the arm is moving, then the
gesture can be classified as a discrete gesture dynamic-arm and static-fingers, otherwise it
could be simply a discrete gesture dynamic-arm.
2.3 Problem statement
In the previous Section, we have introduced our notion of gesture and described its character-
isation in the form a taxonomy. Here, we aim at structuring the problem of gesture-based
interfaces for human-machine interaction. As anticipated in the Introduction, we refer to
this problem as Gestural Interaction for User Interfaces, and we refer to it as GI-UI. It is
noteworthy that the problem statement we put forth in this thesis has an operational and
engineering nature. As such, it is structured as the interplay among three, interrelated, sub-
problems, i.e., sensing, data processing and system reaction. Although the structure of the
problem statement is fixed and well-defined, i.e., sensing influences data processing, which
is mapped to a certain system reaction, the design choices of sub-problems are tightly related
to the gestures an HMI interface can consider. In the following paragraphs, we explore the
relationships among these sub-problems more in-depth.
2.3.1 Sensing
The kind of sensors used to collect data about gestures depend on the particular application
requirements, e.g., privacy [53], price [54] or computational efficiency [55]. Two conflicting
paradigms affect gesture sensing, namely come as you are and wearability [54]. The phrasing
“come as you are” refers to a system design whereby its users should not wear anything
to interact with the machine. On the contrary, wearability refers to systems assuming that
users are wearing such interaction tools as data gloves or smartwatches, i.e., they bring the
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HMI interface with them. This distinction is typically used to classify sensing approaches as
non-image-based and image-based [56]. Non-image-based methods include both wearable
devices, such as instrumented gloves, wristbands and body suits, and non-wearable devices,
using radio frequency or electric field sensing. Image-based approaches are probably one of
the most widely explored research fields, as many literature reviews address specific issues
and solutions related to this sensing modality only [41, 57]. However, the list of sensing
solutions [48] is wide and not easy to analyse nor classify. Our aim is not to list different
approaches or to propose a classification. Instead, what we want to highlight is the influence
that the kind of gestures we consider can have in the choice of the sensing device, while
taking into consideration that – as we have seen previously – other factors may affect our
choice as well. A visual representation of the extent to which gesture characteristics may
influence the sensing strategy is presented in Table 2.1. According to our observations, the
temporal and spatial characteristics have a significant influence on the sensing strategy. In
fact, static and dynamic gestures can generally be sensed using the same sensors. However,
some sensors are more suited for specific kinds of gestures. For instance, in stationary
conditions, an accelerometer can be used to determine its inclination with respect to the
horizontal plane, therefore making it easy to monitor simple static gestures [58]. Instead, if
we consider a dynamic gesture the usage of accelerometers is not enough to track the sensor
pose and information from other sensors, such as gyroscopes or magnetometers, should be
integrated [59]. Similarly, in order to recognise a spatial gesture, such as a pointing gesture,
one must select a sensor allowing for the extraction of spatial information, e.g., a camera
[19]. Finally, we can observe that the influence of focus on the sensing strategy is limited,
and it is mainly associated with wearable devices. In fact, depending on the gesture focus,
the sensor should be placed to have visibility of the movement, e.g., for a gesture involving
fingers IMUs should be placed on the fingers and not on the arm [60].
2.3.2 Data processing
Many factors can influence data processing. One in particular, however, drastically changes
the nature of the problem an HMI designer must solve, i.e., the effect, as presented in Table
2.1. As a matter of fact, depending whether we consider continuous or discrete gestures, the
problem statement completely changes. In the case of continuous gestures, at each instant its
representation must be directly associated with a machine reaction, or function. In certain
cases, this is possible using raw data [20]. However, data should be processed to extract
relevant, possibly semantic features, such as the 2D position of the hand with respect to an
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image plane [21]. As it is customary, we refer to this procedure as feature extraction. Instead,
for discrete gestures feature extraction is part of a more complex problem. Raw data or the
extracted features should be analysed to determine the start and the end points of the gesture,
and to classify it according to a predefined dictionary [61], a process usually termed gesture
recognition.
Gesture recognition has been described as the process whereby specific gestures are
recognised and interpreted [31, 36]. Some studies consider gesture recognition as a three-
step process, composed of identification, tracking and classification [56], or alternatively
of detection, feature extraction and classification [34]. Other studies consider it a two-step
process, made up of detection and classification [62]. In the literature, the characterisation
of the gesture recognition problem is highly influenced by the considered sensors and the
target application. Here, we try to give a general definition. The gesture recognition problem
is the process that, given sensory data and a dictionary of discrete gestures, determines
whether any gesture has occurred, and which one. To this aim, sensory data are supposed to
undergo three computational steps, namely pre-processing and feature extraction, detection
and classification. In the first phase, raw sensory data are manipulated to de-noise and
to extract relevant features. In the detection phase (also referred to as segmentation or
spotting), filtered data are analysed to determine the occurrence of a gesture, and its start
and end moments. Detection is usually performed using filtering techniques or threshold-
based mechanisms [56]. The classification phase determines which gesture present in the
dictionary has been performed. Often, classification is probabilistic, and together with the
label it returns a confidence value [61]. The literature has explored different approaches for
gesture recognition, encompassing purely model-based techniques [12] to machine learning
[22], whereby the adopted techniques are highly dependent on the data source. The order
used to discuss the three phases is not binding, especially with reference to detection and
classification. In fact, gesture detection can be direct, when it is performed on sensory data,
or indirect, when it is performed on classification results [63].
As shown in Table 2.1, other gesture characteristics can have minor effects on data
processing. Static and dynamic gestures imply intrinsically different data, since gestures
belonging to the former class are not related to time, whereas dynamic gestures are. Therefore,
the techniques adopted to process static and dynamic gestures are different. Similarly, the
focus of a gesture influences the kind of collected data, or the features that the system should
extract, i.e., head or hand gestures extracted from video streams imply a different data
processing pipeline. Finally, spatially related gestures require the feature extraction process
to consider the position of the body part performing the gesture as a feature.
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2.3.3 System Reaction
The way the HMI system responds and acts to a given gesture varies depending on the
application. As an example, it may consist of a switch in an interface menu (HCI) [64], or a
velocity command for a mobile robot (HRI) [20]. Obviously enough, system responses are
the results of a mapping between data processing and machine behaviours. This mapping
serves as a sort of semantic attribution to gestures in the context of the interaction process. As
it can be seen in Table 2.1, the reaction is to a large extent agnostic to gesture characteristics,
since their effects are absorbed by the sensing and the data processing phases. The effect
characteristic affects of course system reaction, since continuous and discrete gestures by
their own nature implies continuous and discrete system functions, respectively.
An obvious topic to deal with when considering machine behaviours in response to
human gestures in HMI interfaces is how the machine can expose a natural and intuitive
interface to its users. Many studies have been carried out in the past decades, and the recent
urge to design and develop technologies for the consumer market has further increased this
trend [48]. Therefore, we decided not to consider this topic in the survey, and we deem it out
of scope. The interested reader is referred to [54]. However, we focus in the next Section on
those interaction-related traits that can be directly linked to the taxonomy we introduce in
Section 2.2, and to the problem statement presented in 2.3.
2.4 The human factor
2.4.1 Requirements
In the previous Sections, we have considered humans as mere entities performing gestures,
and we have discussed HMI processes only from a machine perspective. However, human
presence is fundamental and can influence the design choices taken while developing solu-
tions for the GI-UI problem as a whole, although in particular system reaction is affected.
Many requirements dealing with human factors, and well-aligned with the GI-UI problem,
have been identified in the literature [54]. These include responsiveness, user adaptability
and feedback, learnability, accuracy, low mental load, intuitiveness, comfort and lexicon
size. All these requirements should be taken into account while designing an HMI process.
Although they do not modify the general structure of the problem, they can surely enforce
certain solutions with respect to others.
Responsiveness is a metric typically associated with the dynamic flow of the HMI
interface. As a rule-of-thumb, the response time, i.e., the time interval between user input
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and system reaction, should be as low as possible. The overall system should be carefully
designed to react to gestural stimuli as fast as possible [38, 65]. Even a non expert user
can easily perceive if the reaction time increases, and if it exceeds a psychological and
cognitive threshold, user experience and satisfaction can be seriously disrupted [66]. Different
applications may imply different such thresholds. For general-purpose applications, classical
design methodologies in HMI recommend response times lower than 100 ms. However,
recent studies found out that the acceptable latency may be even lower, especially for
interactions resembling physical ones [66]. This requirement may prevent designers to adopt
sensors generating lots of data, or particularly heavy data, especially when the processing
hardware is not top performance, such as in edge or field applications or when the associated
processing techniques are characterised by a high level of complexity.
Especially in HMI interfaces employing discrete gestures, the system is supposed to
distinguish among a limited number of gestures. Therefore, depending on the application,
the interface should be capable of adapting to certain user specific traits, either cognitive
or physical [67]. Many contributions to the literature highlight the need for gesture-based
interfaces to allow a user to personalise the (set of) gestures used in the interaction [50]. This
requirement has an obvious technological consequence, i.e., the techniques used to model
gestures, as well as those related to its run-time processing, must allow for an easy-to-attain
adaptation even for non expert users. Most likely, this would involve the possibility for the
system to learn from experience [13].
Furthermore, the HMI interface is expected not only to react to the detected gesture
minimising the response time, but also to provide the user with an adequate feedback about
the correctness of the gesture itself. Lack of direct feedback in HMI can ultimately lead
to a lack of trust in the system and a deranged user experience [54]. Among the methods
currently exploited to provide feedback to users, we can mention classical GUIs [21], haptics
[68], augmented [69] and virtual [70] reality.
For a real-world use, a gesture-based interface system correctly interpret gestures in input
with accuracy levels close to 100% [50]. This is not only preferred from an engineering
perspective, it is also of the utmost importance for an interface aimed at being used in
everyday conditions. As a direct, although not obvious consequence of this requirement,
gestures should be designed and modelled with two somewhat contrasting objectives in mind.
On the one hand, they should be such to maximise the ease of classification, i.e., enforcing
accuracy; on the other hand, they should preserve their intuitiveness [22]. In accordance
with our definition of continuous and discrete gestures, the notion of accuracy for these two
kinds of gestures is different. In fact, while for continuous gestures it is important to properly
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estimate the relevant features, and therefore depending by the specific feature the error metric
can change, in the case of discrete gestures what matters most is the recognition rate, usually
expressed using such parameters as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score [71].
The requirements associated with learnability, mental load, comfort and intuitiveness are
strictly intertwined. The set of gestures should be easy to learn, whereas the training time for
new users should be brief [72]. While in a general sense the HMI process, and the interface,
in particular, should not heavily impact on the user mental load [54], it is widely accepted
that gesture-based HMI can reduce it to a great extent [47]. As a consequence, the selected
gestures should be simple and brief, which is expected to enforce also learnability. Complex
gestures, or gestures that imply intense muscle activity should be avoided to guarantee user
comfort, especially if the gesture-based interface is designed to be used for a prolonged time
[54] Finally, selected gestures should have an intuitive association with the expected system
behaviour. This, in turn, facilitates learnability and reduces the user mental load [73].
The capability of a gesture-based HMI interface to interpret a high number of gestures, i.e.,
the lexicon size, can be of the utmost importance for its usability and effectiveness, an obvious
example being the automated interpretation of the sign language [74]. However, increasing
the lexicon size is in contrast with the learnability and low mental load requirements, because
a bigger dictionary is more difficult to learn and recall [75]. Furthermore, a bigger dictionary
may imply lower performance in data processing, because of increased problem complexity.
As a consequence, the size of the dictionary should be mediated by designers considering all
these factors.
In summary, we can observe that many of the considered requirements refer to the
selected gestures and to the implications that their choice can have both on user experience
and the problem solution. We can conclude from this brief overview that the gesture choice
and the associated system behaviour are fundamental. The lexicon size is specifically related
to the dictionary composition. As we have previously mentioned, dictionary design is a
problem associated with gesture recognition and therefore to the specific case of discrete
gestures. In the next Section we focus on what a gesture dictionary is, and how we can design
it.
Dictionary
In general terms, a dictionary (or vocabulary) is the set of words making up a language
and the associated meaning. In our case, the dictionary contains the set of gestures that
the interface is able to interpret, i.e., for each gesture a description of the trajectory τ , as
well as the associated elicited behaviour. The definition of a gesture dictionary is an issue
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related only to semaphoric gestures, as introduced in Section 2.2. For all other gestures a
dictionary is still necessary, but as a matter of fact it is given by the context. For example,
the development of an interface for the translation of sign language does not require the
definition of a new dictionary since it is already available.
For semaphoric gestures, the dictionary can be defined as a set of matched pairs of
commands and their gestural expression [40]. As we already discussed in the previous
Section, a dictionary should made up of gestures that are intuitive, physically easy to perform,
easy to be recognised, easy to learn, and easy to remember [40]. In order to build dictionaries,
for a given application and to meet certain requirements, many alternatives have been
explored in the literature. Different approaches can be used to build dictionaries. The first
approach implies using questionnaires whereby volunteers are asked to sketch the gestures
they consider most appropriate for the specific application. It has been observed that if
the gestures are intuitive enough, a user can easily adapt to gestures defined by others [50].
According to the second approach, volunteers can be required to mimic a gesture-based
interaction for a specific application, and as a consequence the dictionary is built based on
the experimenter observations [76]. The third approach involves the usage of Wizard of Oz
experiments [77]. In this case, volunteers are tasked with solving an interaction problem with
a machine they suppose to be autonomous. Instead, the machine is manually operated by the
experimenter to mimic its behaviour in response to human gestures as if the machine was
autonomous. Then, the observations of gestures done by volunteers can be used to define the
dictionary.
Once the dictionary is designed, it is important to have tools to determine whether it
satisfies the requirements listed above. This can be achieved by performing experiments
and determining metrics to evaluate the considered characteristics [40]. Alternatively, a
few studies have proposed the Vocabulary Acceptability Criteria (VAC) [73], which allows
experts to evaluate gestures on the basis of six attributes, namely iconicity, i.e., how much a
gesture recall the associated command, simplicity, efficiency, compactness, i.e., how much
the gesture covers the space around the body, salience, i.e., how discriminating is a movement
, and economy, i.e., related to the movement magnitude [73]. Although it is nowadays clear
what are the requirements that should characterise a dictionary, no standard exists yet for
dictionary design and evaluation.
Another problem related to gesture dictionaries is how to effectively describe a gesture.
This is important for reproducible research. Often, original data sets are not available, and
the only way to reproduce work done by others is to collect a new data set following the same
experimental procedure. However, it is not always clear how gestures have been performed.
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Gesture taxonomies can help disambiguate in some scenarios, but they may not be sufficient.
Drawings in the literature are often used to describe the gestures, and are preferred to videos
because they can be easily shared and printed. We believe that for now the drawing option,
combined with a text-based description, is the most convenient solution. However, this still
remains an open issue.
2.5 Literature classification
As we observed above, the literature about gesture-based interaction is vast and heterogeneous.
In the Section, we exploit the conceptual tools developed in the previous Sections to analyse
and classify it. Table 2.2 includes all the reviewed articles classified using the taxonomy
introduced in Section 2.2. Articles are ordered chronologically. All the columns of the Table
are grouped into five categories:
• Article info includes two sub-columns, namely the article reference and the publication
year.
• Sensing focuses on the employed sensing modalities, and reports multiple sensors
whenever they are used.
• Reaction describes at a high level whether a certain work refers to HCI or HRI studies,
i.e., whether the reaction involves a virtual or a physical system. Here we consider only
those papers whereby such reaction is clearly described, or a validation is presented.
Articles not fulfilling these requirements are classified as not having a system reaction.
• Processing includes two sub-columns, the former with the specification of the problem
actually solved, i.e., recognition, feature extraction or classification, the latter with
information about user-defined gestures.
• Gestures is the proper gestures classification, including the size of the dictionary for
discrete gestures, as well as the effect, time, focus and spatial characteristics.
In the Table, the articles which consider distinctly discrete and continuous gestures are
described using two rows for the gesture and processing groups. This happens even when
an article elaborates on multiple dictionaries. If different gestures have different application
scenarios, an extra row is added to the reaction column as well. The focus column can
refer to more than one body part, on the basis of the specific article contents. The main
factors we considered to determine the focus of the gestures related to a specific work
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are the description of gestures, pictures or videos whereby gestures are shown, employed
sensors and computational approaches. In the Table, when the focus-related column contains
multiple entries, while the columns related to effect and time contain one entry only, the
latter characterise the gesture of each of the referred body parts, an example being the row
in [75] for a discrete, dynamic, finger/hand gesture. If the time column contains both the
static and dynamic keywords, and just one body part is specified in the focus column, then
the dictionary contains both static and dynamic gestures performed with that body part, e.g.
in [78] one discrete, static, hand gesture and four discrete, dynamic, hand gestures are used.
If both the focus and time columns contain two entries, this means that the dictionary is
composed of gestures whereby one body part is static and the other is dynamic. The order
is preserved in-between columns, e.g., in [79] are used discrete, static, fingers as well as
dynamic hand gestures. This, of course, can be extended even to the case whereby effect,
time and focus columns contain two keywords, e.g., in [80] discrete, static, fingers and
continuous, dynamic, arm gestures. The bi tag has been added to the focus column in all
cases addressing the processing problem simultaneously for different body parts. Works
where bi-manual gestures are considered as the combination of two single limb gestures
combined after the processing phase, as done for instance in [22], are not identified by this
tag.
While performing the review of relevant literature, we have encountered a huge variety
of meanings associated with the gesture recognition problem. Often, the term "gesture
recognition" is used to refer to whichever procedure related to gesture-based sensing and
processing. Nevertheless, and to the best of our knowledge, we did not encounter works that
we could not represent using our taxonomy. Whilst the intent of this review is to include
as many references as possible, a few articles have been discarded because of their lack of
clarity in presentation. However, the idea of the authors is to keep this list updated on a
dedicated website2 accepting suggestions by the community.
More extensive and methodical reviews exist, which may be useful to perform relevant
statistical analyses on the kind of adopted sensors, gesture types, and dictionary size. There-
fore, we do not want to perform this kind of observations here. However, it is noteworthy
to point out one single observation related to our framework. According to our problem
statement, in order for the interface to react to a gesture-related stimulus, the processing phase
should be completed. As a consequence, the problems to be solved are feature extraction for
continuous gestures, and gesture recognition for discrete gestures. Consistently, in Table 2.2
each work that exhibits a reaction solves either feature extraction or gesture recognition.
2Web: https://acarfi.github.io/GesturalInteractionSurvey
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Table 2.2 Classification of literature related to gesture-based interfaces.
Article info Sensing Reaction Processing Gestures
Ref Year Sensor (1) Sensor (2) Sensor (3) Problem User defined Size Effect Time Focus Space
[12] 1996
Stereo









Gesture Recognition No 8 Discrete Continuous Static Dynamic Fingers Arm No
Camera Illumination Gesture Recognition Yes 6 Discrete Dynamic (Bi) Fingers Hand No
[75] 2000 Camera - - - Gesture Recognition No 5 Discrete Dynamic Finger Hand No
[13] 2000 Camera - - HRI Gesture Recognition Yes - Discrete Dynamic (Bi) Hand No
[82] 2000
Electro-mechanical
- - - Gesture Classification No 90 Discrete Dynamic (Bi) Fingers No
Strain Gauges
[26] 2002 Camera - - - Gesture Classification No 6 Discrete Static Fingers Hand No
[83] 2003 Camera - - - Gesture Recognition No 5 Discrete Dynamic Fingers Hand No
[38] 2003 RGB Camera - - - Gesture Classification No 6 Discrete Static Fingers Hand No
[14] 2004 RGB Camera - - HRI
Gesture Recognition No 8 Discrete Static (Bi) Fingers Hand No
Gesture Recognition No 2 Discrete Dynamic Head No
[72] 2004 Accelerometer Button - - Gesture Recognition No 8 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[35] 2004 RGB Camera - - HCI Gesture Recognition No 10 Discrete Dynamic (Bi) Arm Torso No
[50] 2006 Accelerometer Button - HCI
Gesture Recognition No 8 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
Feature Extraction No - Continuous Dynamic Hand No
[84] 2007
Stereo




- - - Gesture Recognition No 5 Discrete Dynamic Static Hand No
Sensors
[85] 2007 Accelerometer Button - - Gesture Recognition No 8 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[86] 2008 Accelerometer Button - - Gesture Recognition No 5 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[15] 2009 Accelerometer - - HRI
Gesture Classification No 12 Discrete Dynamic Arm No
Gesture Recognition No 2 Discrete Static Arm No
[87] 2009 Accelerometer Button - HCI
Gesture Recognition No 8 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
Gesture Recognition Yes - Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[16] 2010 Accelerometer - - HRI Gesture Recognition No 6 Discrete Dynamic Arm No
[88] 2010 Accelerometer Button - - Gesture Recognition No 18 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[89] 2011 MoCap Button - HCI Feature Extraction No - Continuous Dynamic Arm No
[90] 2011 Accelerometer EMG - HCI
Gesture Recognition No 72 Discrete Dynamic Hand Fingers No
Gesture Recognition No 18 Discrete Dynamic Static Hand Fingers No
[91] 2012 Accelerometer Button
Marker
- Gesture Recognition No 20 Discrete Dynamic Hand NoBased
MoCap
[92] 2012 Accelerometer - - - Gesture Classification No 8 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[64] 2012 Microphone Speaker - HCI Gesture Recognition No 5 Discrete Dynamic (Bi) Hand No
[93] 2012 RGB-D Camera - - HCI
Gesture Recognition No 4 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
Feature Extraction No - Continuous Dynamic Hand Yes
[94] 2013 Accelerometer
Touch
- HCI Gesture Recognition No 8 Discrete Dynamic Arm No
Screen
[95] 2013 Accelerometer - - - Gesture Classification No 20 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[96] 2013 RGB-D Camera - - HCI Gesture Recognition No 3 Continuous Discrete Dynamic Static Hand Fingers Yes
[97] 2014 Accelerometer Camera - - Gesture Classification No 10 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[17] 2014 RGB-D Camera - -
- Gesture Recognition No 5 Discrete Dynamic Arm No
- Gesture Recognition No 12 Discrete Dynamic Full Body No
HRI Gesture Recognition No 3 Discrete Dynamic Arm No
[98] 2014 EMG Accelerometer - HCI
Gesture Recognition No 4 Discrete Static Fingers Hand No
Gesture Recognition No 15 Discrete Static Dynamic Fingers Arm No
[65] 2014
Stereo Dynamic
- - - Gesture Recognition No 11 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
Vision Sensor
[99] 2014 RGB-D Camera 6-Axis IMU - - Gesture Classification No 5 Discrete Dynamic Static Arm No
[100] 2014 Accelerometer Button - - Gesture Recognition No 8 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[101] 2014 RGB-D Camera - - - Gesture Recognition No 19 Discrete Dynamic Fingers Hand No
[102] 2014 6-Axis IMU - - - Gesture Classification No 9 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[103] 2014 Infrared Camera - - HRI Gesture Recognition No 2 Continuous Discrete Dynamic Static Hand Fingers No
[60] 2015 Accelerometer - - - Gesture Recognition No 12 Discrete Dynamic Fingers No
[104] 2015 Infrared Camera - - HCI Gesture Recognition No 3 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[105] 2015 Accelerometer - - - Gesture Classification No 7 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[18] 2015 RGB-D Camera - - HRI Gesture Recognition No 10 Discrete Dynamic Arm No
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Table 2.2 Classification of literature related to gesture-based interfaces - continued.
Article Sensing Reaction Processing Gestures
Ref Year Sensor (1) Sensor (2) Sensor (3) Problem User defined Size Effect Time Focus Space
[30] 2015
Magnetic 3D
- - HCI Gesture Recognition No 11 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
Position Tracker
[106] 2015 9-Axis IMU - - -
Gesture Recognition No 10 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
Gesture Recognition No 26 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
Gesture Recognition No 8 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[107] 2015 EMG 6-Axis IMU Button - Gesture Recognition No 12 Discrete Dynamic Fingers Hand No
[108] 2015 RGB-D Camera - - - Gesture Classification No 10 Discrete Static Fingers No
[109] 2015
RGB-D Camera
- - HCI Feature Extraction No - Continuous Dynamic Hand Fingers Yes
Infrared Camera
[110] 2015 9-axis IMU - - - Gesture Recognition No 11 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[111] 2015 Infrared Camera - - - Feature Extraction No 1 Discrete Dynamic Fingers Yes
[74] 2016 7 Accelerometers - - - Gesture Classification No 40 Discrete Dynamic Fingers Hand Arm No
[112] 2016 Accelerometer - - -
Gesture Recognition No 5 Discrete Dynamic Arm No
Gesture Recognition No 5 Discrete Dynamic Arm No
[113] 2016 Accelerometer Button - -
Gesture Recognition No 9 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
Gesture Recognition No 7 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[114] 2016 6-Axis IMU - - - Gesture Recognition No 5 Discrete Dynamic Fingers No
[115] 2016 Accelerometer Button - -
Gesture Recognition No 8 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
Gesture Recognition No 16 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[116] 2016 6-Axis IMU - - HCI Gesture Recognition No 6 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[117] 2016 RGB-D Camera
Stereo
- - Gesture Classification No 25 Discrete Dynamic Fingers Hand No
Infrared Camera
[19] 2016 RGB-D Camera - - HRI
Gesture Recognition No 1 Discrete Static (Bi) Arm Yes
Feature Extraction No - Continuous Dynamic Arm No
[118] 2016 RGB-D Camera
Stereo
- HCI Gesture Recognition No 25 Discrete Dynamic Fingers Hand No
Infrared Camera
[119] 2016 RGB Camera - - - Gesture Classification No 14 Discrete Static Hand Fingers No
[120] 2017 RGB Camera - - HCI
Gesture Recognition No 6 Discrete Static Fingers No
Gesture Recognition No 1 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[20] 2017 Accelerometer - - HRI Feature Extraction No - Continuous Dynamic Arm No
[121] 2017
Epidermal
- - - Gesture Classification No 5 Discrete Static Fingers Hand No
Tactile Sensor
[122] 2017 Infrared Camera - - HRI
Gesture Recognition No 12 Discrete Static Fingers Hand No
Gesture Recognition No 10 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[62] 2017 Infrared Camera - - - Gesture Recognition No 6 Discrete Dynamic Fingers Hand No
[123] 2017 RGB Camera - - - Gesture Classification No 24 Discrete Static Fingers Hand No
[124] 2017 RGB Camera - - - Gesture Classification No 7 Discrete Static Fingers No
[125] 2017 RGB-D Camera - - - Feature Extraction No - Continuous Dynamic Hand Yes
[126] 2018 6-Axis IMU - - - Gesture Recognition No 9 Discrete Dynamic Arm No
[21] 2018 RGB-D Camera - - HRI Feature Extraction No - Continuous Dynamic Hand Yes
[11] 2018 RGB Camera - - HCI Gesture Recognition No 6 Discrete Dynamic Fingers Hand No
[127] 2018 Infrared Camera - - -
Gesture Classification No 10 Discrete Dynamic Fingers No
Gesture Classification No 26 Discrete Dynamic Fingers No
[128] 2018 RGB Camera - - - Gesture Recognition No 5 Discrete Dynamic Fingers Arm No
[129] 2018 RGB-D Camera - - - Gesture Recognition No 8 Discrete Dynamic (Bi) Hand Arm No
[61] 2018 Accelerometer - - - Gesture Recognition No 6 Discrete Dynamic Arm No
[130] 2019 Accelerometer Button - - Gesture Recognition No 10 Discrete Dynamic Hand No
[22] 2019 RGB Camera - - HRI Gesture Recognition No 8 Discrete Static Fingers No
[131] 2019 RGB-D Camera -
- Gesture Recognition No 10 Discrete Dynamic Hand Arm No
- Gesture Recognition No 10 Discrete Dynamic Hand Arm No
HCI Gesture Recognition No 10 Discrete Dynamic Hand Arm No
HCI Gesture Recognition No 10 Discrete Dynamic Hand Arm No
HCI Gesture Recognition No 15 Discrete Continuous Static Dynamic Fingers Arm No
[70] 2019 Infrared Camera - -
HRI Feature Extraction No - Continuous Dynamic Hand No
HCI Gesture Recognition No 1 Discrete Continuous Static Dynamic Fingers Hand Yes
[33] 2019 EMG - - HCI Gesture Recognition No 4 Discrete Static Fingers Hand No
[79] 2019
Stereo




- - - Gesture Classification No 10 Discrete Static Fingers No
Infrared Camera
[133] 2019 EMG - - - Gesture Recognition No 5 Discrete Dynamic Fingers Hand No
2.6 Literature analysis
In Section 2.3.2, we have described how data processing for continuous and discrete ges-
tures implies facing two different problems, i.e., feature extraction and gesture recognition,
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respectively. Furthermore, gesture recognition has been organised as a pipeline involving
three computational steps, namely pre-processing and feature extraction, gesture detection
and gesture classification. In the literature analysis we carried out, this characterisation has
been used to identify the specific problems each referenced work aimed at addressing. If we
refer to Table 2.2, contributions in the literature focusing on the gesture recognition problem
are expected to address all these three computational steps. Instead, the ones addressing
gesture classification focus mainly on techniques to classify gestures, although usually they
include and employ procedures for pre-processing and feature extraction as well. In all these
articles, and often without a clear statement of purpose nor an explicitly stated assumption,
the authors rely on the closed-world assumption, i.e., the presumption that the system has
complete knowledge about all possible interactions, and whichever action is performed by
the user it is part of the gesture dictionary. In order to use these classification techniques in
real-world scenarios, the closed-world assumption should be relaxed, and therefore an open-
world approach should be considered, i.e., the idea that the system does not have complete
knowledge, and therefore actions or gestures performed by the user may be unknown.
A shift towards an open-world assumption is possible if a suitable detection procedure
is employed. Although its importance for real-world applications is evident, and notwith-
standing the vast attention it received in the context of data-driven approaches, where it
is often referred to as novelty detection [134], the detection procedure does not attract the
interests of researchers interested in gesture interaction, whereas the main focus remains
the development of new techniques to solve the classification problem using data-driven
approaches. One reason for that lack of attention may be related to the easiness associated
with the evaluation of new classification metrics with respect to state-of-the-art approaches,
especially when compared to a similar evaluation in case of gesture detection [71]. Therefore,
gesture detection approaches are often simplified, i.e., using threshold-based mechanisms,
or even naive methods, such as asking users to hold a button while performing a gesture to
ease data segmentation. We argue that researchers interested in discrete gestural interaction
should prioritise studies focusing on the overall gesture recognition and in particular on its
detection aspects.
It is noteworthy that continuous gestures are under-represented in our survey. This could
be the result of a bias in the survey methodology. However, our findings are consistent
with the ones of a recent systematic literature review where 89% of the reviewed articles
consider discrete gestures [48]. Nonetheless, a number of interesting considerations regarding
continuous gestures can be done. Researchers interested in continuous gestures should not
completely disregard the literature focused on discrete ones since, in order to solve the
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gesture recognition problem, feature extraction should be faced as well. In fact, many articles
focusing on discrete gestures include an interesting feature extraction analysis, which could
be applied to continuous gestures as well [119].
Studies focusing only on continuous gestures are usually limited to reactions that are
conceptually simple, e.g., the control of a mobile robot [20], or a one to one mapping between
the human hand and the robot end-effector for tele-operation purposes [21], where the main
problem to solve is geometric in nature. In order to attain more complex reactions, we
argue that a principled integration between continuous and discrete gestures is necessary.
One possible example is a GUI using continuous gestures to move a cursor and adopting
at the same time discrete gestures to implement icon selection. Therefore, we believe that
novel studies to address the GI-UI problem should focus on the integration of state-of-the-art
solutions for continuous and discrete gestures.
Finally, it is remarkable that research on the GI-UI problem mainly focuses on upper
limb gestures. This is of course motivated by the intuitiveness in interacting with physical or
virtual systems using hands. However, in daily life scenarios, humans extensively use hands
to interact with the environment. Therefore, extending gesture-based interaction to other body
parts, e.g., feet, could unlock new interaction modalities even in situations whereby hands
are already occupied, with obvious positive consequences in case of specialised interfaces
for people with special needs.
2.7 Problem relevance
To understand if the problem we are trying to address is relevant we should analyse the
distribution of articles over time. Since we did not carry out a systematic review we can not
perform a statistical study using our review.
Vuletic et al. 2019 [48] presented a vast literature review for hand gestures used in
HCI interfaces including 148 articles from 1980 to 2018. Their review presents a detailed
analysis of the distribution of articles over time filtered by type of gesture, application and
sensor. However, an analysis of the overall distribution of articles over time is not present.
Therefore, we extracted the 148 articles and we have built a graphical representation of their
distribution over time. The result, presented in Figure 2.2, highlight that the field starts
acquiring popularity in the early 2000s reaching a peak in 2015. Although the analysis
highlights that after the 2015 peak the number of publication decreased, the research field
seems to maintain its relevance.
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Figure 2.2 Article distribution over time, according to data extracted from Vuletic et al. 2019
[48].
In the original review is proposed an interesting analysis, that we present in Figure 2.3,
on the sensing technologies adopted, over time, to perceive gestures. Each box represents the
usage of specific sensing technology in one article and the vertical line divides the articles
between the one adopting vision-based and wearable technologies, the figure presents a
detailed legend as well. From this analysis is evident that the most adopted technologies for
gesture sensing are vision-based and really few attention has been directed toward wearable
sensing. However market trends, see Figure 2.4, show an increase of adoption of wearable
technologies and forecast a further expansion for the forthcoming years. Driving these
trends are devices such as fitness trackers and smartwatches, devices not directly projected to
support HMI but whose wide adoption can be used to develop new technologies for gestural
interaction. Therefore, more attention should be paid to the research on wearable sensing for
gestural interaction.
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Figure 2.3 Sensing technologies used to implement gesture interaction prototypes, extracted
from Vuletic et al. 2019 [48].
Figure 2.4 Adult wearable users penetration rate in the USA up to 2018 and forecasts up to
2022. Data source from https://www.statista.com/.
Chapter 3
Discrete Gestures
As we have previously seen in Chapter 2, discrete gestures can be used, similarly to a
keyboard or buttons, to send commands through an interface to a physical system or a virtual
one. An HRI system leveraging gestural interaction requires the design of a gesture dictionary.
Previously, we have described the gesture dictionary as a set of matched pairs of commands
and their gestural expression. We have even seen how the definition of the dictionary is
tightened to the satisfaction of human-related constraint and how it can influence the solution
to the problem statement. What differentiates the problem statement for discrete gestures is
the data processing since after the data stream has been processed (or not in case we directly
use raw data) to extract features the data stream should be segmented and classified. Since
we start from scratch in the designing of our interface we can decide from where we would
like to start, we should solve different problems such as dictionary design, choice of sensors,
develop the processing procedure and design the reaction of the system. All these elements
are not completely disjunct and can be approached in different orders.
3.1 Preliminary Considerations
In this Chapter, we focus on a specialization of the problem (Discrete GI-UI), by considering
the case where robot modalities have to be selected using a gesture-based interface leveraging
discrete gestures. Collaborative robots (CoBot) can cooperate closely with the human
operator thanks to different functionalities that can be activated autonomously or recalled
by the user. Therefore, the gesture-based interface should let the user select the different
functionalities intuitively. The association of each functionality to a specific gesture is not
ideal since an increase of the functionalities is going to increase the lexicon size, leading to
lower learnability and higher mental load, as we have seen in Section 2.4. An approach to
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have an intuitive interface while maintaining constant the number of gesture that you need to
navigate the interface is the adoption of a menu-based interface [135]. The intuitiveness of
such an interface is due to its wide adoption in everyday technology. Smartphone apps are
often organized following this paradigm with a vertical menu explored through finger swipes
and even the Google search result page is organized in a similar way. However, these are
examples in which the technology allows for a continuous interaction while we are facing
the Discrete GI-UI problem. Our case of study is more similar to the classical BIOS menu
through which you can navigate using keyboard arrows.
The choice of a menu-based approach delimits the size of our gesture dictionary. We
suppose a menu in which it is possible to move only in one direction, horizontal or vertical.
Therefore, gestures should have the same functionality as arrow keys. Furthermore, we need
one gesture to select an option and another to go back to the previous menu. Overall we
need a minimum of four gestures but we could want to have some more gestures available to
implement shortcuts. However, before designing the gestures we have to decide how we are
going to sense them since depending on the sensor choice, not all the gestures could be easy
to recognize.
The scenario in which we want our interface to operate is an industrial one in which the
user collaborates with CoBots both my mean of our interface and physical contact. As we
have observed in Chapter 2 gesture sensing can be classified in image bases and non-image
based, and from table 2.2 we can notice the most common non-image based approach is the
usage of accelerometers or inertial measurement units (IMUs). This kind of sensors should
be worn by the user, are cheap and their data stream is easy to process and transmit. The user
wearing such a sensor could easily change the working station without having to worry about
anything since he is carrying with him the sensing equipment. On the contrary, cameras
are usually more expensive, each working station should have at least one camera to allow
the user to use on different robots the gesture-based interface, their data are heavier to be
processed and the accuracy of the gesture recognition can be affected by lighting condition
and occlusions. This last element is particularly relevant in our scenario since the human
should work in close contact with the robot and this is going to cause frequent occlusions.
An alternative for accelerometers is represented by Electromyography (EMG) sensors [133].
However, they are more expensive then accelerometers, their data is more difficult to be
interpreted and easily wearable EMG devices are bulky respect to normal wearables. On
the other side, the compactness of IMU data, that makes them easy to be transferred and
processed, implies a simpler data source that can not depict semantic information with a
detail level similar to sensors such as cameras. For this reason, in some scenarios, IMU data
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can result ambiguous and difficult to be interpreted. However, IMUs have been proved to be
effective for gesture sensing, therefore, we opted out for using accelerometers that can be
easily embedded in wearables such as smartwatches and wristbands. An accelerometer worn
at the wrist forces the gesture focus. Therefore we are going to consider discrete arm gestures.
For this kind of application, we do not need a spatially related gesture and dynamic gestures
are more advisable. We do not know, and we do not want to, the kind of work the user should
do in collaboration with the robot. It could imply few movements and lots of static postures
or few postures and lots of movements. In the first case, static gestures would be more easily
confused with normal operations while in the second one dynamic gestures will be the one
confused. Anyway, since we are not going to make any assumption on the collaborative
task the safest thing to do is to choose the kind of gesture that allows you to create the
most distinct gestures. With dynamic gestures we can define specific trajectories and, while
taking into account the user comfort, we can build a dictionary reasonably unique respect
to the usual human motions. Therefore, for our application, we are going to use discrete
dynamic spatial unrelated arm gestures. In order to perform some preliminary experiments,
we have designed a mocap dictionary composed of six gestures. This dictionary is going to
be presented later in this chapter.
3.2 Gesture Recognition - Background
Gesture recognition, as we have previously described, is the process that leads to the identifi-
cation and classification of a temporal sequence from a continuous data stream. Although
we are focusing on this specific problem, we can not ignore solutions to a similar problem
such as the activity recognition one. Activities such as walking, running or drinking differ
from gestures since are not meant to actively convey information. Nevertheless, many of the
sensors and techniques used for activity recognition are in overlap with the ones used for
gesture recognition. Therefore, in the following section, we are going to review even articles
from this research field.
Since we have determined the sensor we want to use and the kind of gesture we are going
to consider we can have a more clear idea on how to solve the gesture recognition problem
and which is the state-of-the-art for this particular instance of the gesture recognition problem.
Table 3.1 groups up all the works that in the previous section we have found out were using
an accelerometer, 6-axis IMU (accelerometer and gyroscope) or 9-axis IMU (accelerometer,
gyroscope and magnetometer) to perceive discrete dynamic gestures. We have discarded
all the works that integrate IMUs with other sensors and in particular, all the works using a
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physical [72, 50, 85, 86, 88, 100, 107, 113, 115, 130] or a virtual [94] button to detect the
intention of the user to perform gestures, since we do not want to overload the operator and
we aim to a more intuitive interaction. Furthermore, only the works solving the complete
gesture recognition problem are considered.
Table 3.1 Summary of literature for discrete gestures perceived using IMUs.
Article info Sensing Reaction Gestures Frequency (0) Preprocessing (1) Feature (2) Detection (3) Classification Order
Ref Year Size Focus Extraction
[16] 2010 Accelerometer HRI 6 Arm 1600 Hz Yes No Threshold DTW 2 0 3 -
[60] 2015 Accelerometer - 12 Fingers 50 Hz Yes Yes Threshold Threshold 0 2 1 3
[106] 2015 9-Axis IMU -
10 Hand
75 Yes Yes Threshold DTW 0 2 1 326 Hand
8 Hand
[112] 2016 Accelerometer -
5 Arm
- Yes Yes Threshold DTW 0 1 2 3
5 Arm
[114] 2016 6-Axis IMU - 5 Fingers 50 Yes Yes
SVM





[116] 2016 6-Axis IMU HCI 6 Hand - Yes Yes Threshold DTW 0 1 2 3
[126] 2018 6-Axis IMU - 9 Arm - Yes No Threshold GRU NN 2 0 3 -
Since none of the selected works considers user-defined gestures or spatial one and all
solve the gesture recognition problem for discrete dynamic gestures, to maintain a compact
representation we have removed the processing, the temporal and the effect columns. Further-
more, we added some columns to describe the approach used to solve the gesture recognition
problem: frequency of data acquisition, preprocessing presence, feature extraction presence,
detection technique, classification technique and order in which the four phases are executed.
Preprocessing Accelerometer data are typically affected by high-frequency noise that can
be filtered out using different techniques such as moving average filters [60, 115, 106, 136]
[112], median filters [137], temporal compression [88], quantization [87] or Hanning filters
[16]. Accelerometers measure the proper acceleration of the object they are attached to, which
includes the gravity acceleration and any other acceleration that the object is subject to (in the
case of wearable sensors, any other acceleration produced by a person’s movements). The
gravity acceleration can be used as an independent source of information for the classification
[137], to isolate body acceleration [136] or to compute the arm orientation [112]. The
preprocessing phase is typically devoted to noise filtering and to the separation of gravity and
body acceleration components. The latter procedure typically involves the use of a low-pass
filter [136] [137].
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Feature Extraction Acceleration data recorded during the execution of a gesture appear
as time series. In order to reduce the complexity of the classification problem some solutions
suggest extracting discrete features using statistical analysis [115, 114], the Haar Transform
[92] or extraction of the parameters from an autoregressive model [136]. Alternatively,
it is possible to extract continuous features such as sensor orientation [138], jerk [60] or
accelerometer magnitude [16].
Detection Whenever the processing of the acceleration data is expected to be done online,
the problem of recognizing gestures should encompass their detection. The accelerometer
time series should be segmented to isolate the portion of data where a gesture is detected.
Simple segmentation approaches require the end-user to communicate through buttons
[115, 88, 87] or touch-screens [94] when a gesture starts and ends. More advanced approaches
perform direct, when the detection is performed on the sensing data, or indirect detection,
when it is performed on the classification results [63]. Direct detection typically focuses on
detecting variations in the data stream [115, 112, 16] to identify the gesture end and start
points. This process induces a sporadic gesture recognition whose main limitation is that
the gesture must necessarily finish before the classification process starts. Alternatively,
indirect detection can be achieved using a moving horizon window combined with a threshold
mechanism to discriminate between unknown and known activities [137] and gestures [114].
At each shift of the sliding window the contained data are processed by a classifier returning,
together with the label, a distance metric that is used to determine whether the gesture
occurred or not.
Classification Discrete features can be used to classify gestures using approaches based
on Feed Forward Neural Networks (FNN) [115] [136] or Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
[92, 114]. An alternative approach envisions the use of continuous features to build time-
dependent models, for example, using Gaussian Mixture Modelling (GMM) and Gaussian
Mixture Regression (GMR) [137] or to simply store them as templates [112, 88, 87, 16, 94],
and then use techniques such as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [112, 16, 138] or k-Nearest
Neighbours (k-NN) to compare them with the data that should be classified. DTW is a de
facto standard solution in the literature, possibly combined with other methods such as
affinity propagation [88] and template adaptation [87]. Adopted alternatives to DTW are
represented by Mahalanobis distance [137], Global Alignment Kernel [94], Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) classifiers [139] and Neural Networks composed of convolutional layers and
gated recurrent unit (GRU-NN)[126].
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Order As we already highlighted in the previous chapter, we can notice that does not exist
a specific order in which the data processing should be performed, although we can find
some patterns. Preprocessing is always executed before extracting features, if any feature is
extracted, and classification is performed after the feature extraction. This is due to the fact
that the feature extraction, in the gesture recognition process, is performed to facilitate the
classification.
It is important to highlight that almost all the work reported in Table 3.1 performs direct
detection. This implies that, although it is not clearly stated in the articles, the gesture
recognition problem is solved under the close-world assumption, i.e. the presumption that
the system has complete knowledge and whichever action performed by the user is in the
gesture dictionary, and not under the open-world assumption, i.e. the presumption that the
system does not have complete knowledge and therefore, actions or gestures performed by
the user can be unknown. Of course, this does not consider unintentional movements or other
kinds of motions that the user does not want to be interpreted as gestures. The only exception
to this is Wen et all. 2016 [114] that overcomes the close-world assumption developing an
algorithm that leverage DTW and k-NN to compute the distance of the observed sequence,
stored in a sliding window, with gestures in the dictionary. If the distances do not overcome
a certain threshold the sequence is discarded and it is not processed by the classifier. We
observe that the only work overcoming the close-world assumption is doing it by introducing
in the detection process a metric of distance respect to the gesture classes. All the works
using DTW computes the distances of the selected sequence with al the templates in the
gesture dictionary, then they classify the gesture with the label of the closer template. In
this work, instead, they use these distances to determine if a gesture is present or not and
then they call another classifier. Basically, this is an indirect detection, since the data used to
perform the detection are not the extracted features or the plain data but the result of a process
that normally could be directly used to perform the classification. To solve the close-world
assumption the system should implement a novelty detection algorithm, the mechanism by
which the system can understand that a sequence is unknown. We introduced the novelty
detection problem for completeness although we are not directly addressing it because of its
extent, for an extensive review refer to Pimentel et al. 2014 [134].
We think that the usage of indirect detection can be a simple and effective approach to
solve the gesture recognition problem in an open-world scenario. As we have seen thresholds
are a common approach to perform the gesture detection. If we want to use a threshold
mechanism our classification module, together with the classification label, should output
something like a similarity metrics, such as for DTW, or a classification probability. Recurrent
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neural networks can be used to implement a probabilistic classifier [139] whose output can
be used to feed an indirect detection procedure. Therefore, we are going to investigate the
integration of an RNN probabilistic classifier in an architecture that uses a moving horizon
window, as in [137], to ensure on-line, as-early-as-possible, gesture recognition. Specifically,
our recognition procedure, that we refer to as SLOTH, uses raw inertial data and relies on
a novel mechanism, which models gestures occurrences on top of neural network output
patterns, for discriminating between known and unknown gestures.
3.3 Gesture Recognition - SLOTH
The following sections are extracted from Carfì et al. 2018 [27].
3.3.1 System’s Architecture
SLOTH processes data collected by a tri-axial accelerometer worn by users on their right
wrist and, whenever a discrete arm gesture is recognized, it returns a label. As described in
Figure 3.1, the overall architecture is composed of three modules: Data Feeding, Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) and Detection.
Figure 3.1 SLOTH’s architecture.
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Data Feeding
The Data Feeding module receives raw acceleration data from a tri-axial accelerometer at
a fixed frequency, f , and stores them in a buffer of size N, where N depends on gestures
length. Once the buffer is full (i.e., after N time instants), the Data Feeding module sends the
content of the buffer to the RNN module. At each new sample, the content of the buffer is
shifted forward to include the new sample and the updated buffer content is sent to the RNN.
The Data Feeding module does not introduce time steps delays.
Recurrent Neural Network
Figure 3.2 The unfolded computational graph of the RNN. The RNN is composed of an
LSTM recurrent layer to model temporal relations and a softmax layer for classification. The
network receives as input a tri-axial acceleration time series and outputs label confidences.
An RNN, structured as in Figure 3.2, has been chosen for its capability to model time-
dependent behaviours to perform a probabilistic classification of gestures using time se-
ries of tri-axial linear accelerations. The RNN receives as input a time series a(t) =
[ax(t),ay(t),az(t)]. The input is fed to a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) hidden layer,
which learns long-term temporal dependencies. The output of the hidden layer, for the last
input time step, is fed to a softmax output layer that returns the probabilities for a(t) belong-
ing to each considered gesture. The network, working under the close-world assumption,
discriminates between gesture classes described in the dictionary:
G = {G1, . . . ,G|G |}, (3.1)
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Each gesture class Gi is assumed to be unique (i.e., a data stream cannot be classified as an
instance of different gesture classes at the same time) and independent (i.e., each class is not
related to, as a component or sub-part of, other classes), and characterized by an average
temporal duration Si. As described in Figure 3.1 the RNN receives as input a time series a(t)




Since the network has been trained over |G | gesture classes, the output vector o(t) has
dimension |G |. During the training of the RNN, beside acceleration samples from g j ∈ G j, a
target vector v for o(t) is given, normalized such that all values are zero except for vG j = 1.
Therefore, when the trained network is used, each element oi ∈ [0,1] and, when acceleration
data from g j are given as input to the network, o j tends to one while others tend to zero.
Detection
Figure 3.3 Plateau behaviour expected in oi(t) when gesture Gi occurs.
The detection module receives the neural network output o(t) representing probabilities
associated with each gesture class. The detection module processes the stream of gesture
probabilities to detect and classify known gestures, relaxing the close-word assumption
introduced by the RNN.
As described in Sec. 3.3.1 the neural network reacts at time t to gesture gi by raising oi(t)
to 1. This implies a positive peak in the derivative:
∆oi(t) = oi(t)−oi(t −1). (3.3)
Since it is the derivative of oi(t), ∆oi(t) is a scalar of value in the interval [0,1]. We define
the peak instant tp for the gesture gi as the time instant for which ∆oi(tp)> ρ . The threshold
ρ allows for filtering out small fluctuations due to noise.
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The network is trained with many gi examples that differ in time length and signal
magnitude, therefore the resulting network is able to recognize temporal pattern associated
with Gi in different conditions. Furthermore, since the considered gestures are unique and
independent (Sec. 3.3.1), their temporal patterns are unique and independent as well and the
network needs to process only a portion of the gesture before being able to classify it. For
these reasons and because of the buffering mechanism, the expected oi(t) behaviour when gi
occurs is represented by a plateau as in Figure 3.3.
Due to the buffering performed by the Data Feeding module every sample a(t) with
t > N is processed N times. Assuming as a classification limit case the presence in the




















oi(t) = Ai ≤ 1, (3.5)
and Ci < Si +N. In particular, Eq. 3.4 describes the plateau behaviour of oi(t), while Eq. 4.5
describes the limit case, when the network classified perfectly Gi for Ci samples, then Ai = 1.
The described model implies that when gi occurs, then Ai ≥ ηi. Note that in Eq. 3.4 η and C
are presented as gesture dependent parameters, in fact ideally the network response should
be homogeneous for all the gesture classes but this does not typically happen, thus ηi and Ci
should be defined experimentally.
Iteratively and independently for all the gesture classes in G , the detection module:
• identifies positive peaks (detection);
• classifies the samples in the input buffer as an occurrence of gesture class Gi if the
condition Ai ≥ ηi is satisfied (classification).
Different buffer shifts containing samples referring to a single gi could satisfy the condition
Ai ≥ ηi. Therefore, in order to avoid gi to be recognized multiple times, each positive peak is
associated with only one recognition.
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Figure 3.4 Visual representation of the gestures composing the dictionary.
3.3.2 Dataset
Experiments to acquire right wrist acceleration data are performed using an LG G Watch
R smartwatch. The smartwatch is equipped with a tri-axial accelerometer and it is paired
with a smart-phone that receives the data and saves them on file. The system collects data at
a frequency f = 40 Hz, this data are then downsampled at 10 Hz. The gesture dictionary is
composed of the six gestures represented in Figure 3.4. All gestures assume the same starting
pose for the arm: the elbow bent at 90 degrees while in contact with the flank and the hand
held horizontally and pointing forward. Similarly, all gestures end when the arm is back in
the starting pose. As described in Figure 3.4, in G1 the arm moves upward maintaining fixed
the elbow and with no wrist twist (Figure 3.5a), in G2 the arm moves downward maintaining
fixed the elbow and with no wrist twist, in G3 the arm is stretched and the wrist twists
clockwise, in G4 the arm is stretched and the wrist twists counter-clockwise (Figure 3.5b),
in G5 the hand performs a clockwise circle with no wrist twist and, lastly, whereas in G6
the hand performs an anti-clockwise circle with no wrist twist. Using the afore-described
equipment, we collected two datasets of the six gestures composing the vocabulary, which
we refer to as Dataset A and Dataset B:
Dataset A is used to train and test the RNN module. Ten volunteers performed nine times
the six gestures described above, providing a total of 540 sequences. These sequences are
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(a) Volunteers performing gesture G1. (b) Volunteers performing gesture G4.
Figure 3.5 Gestures examples performed by two volunteers wearing the smartwatch on their
right arm.
manually cut so that they only contain acceleration samples which refer to the execution
of the gestures. The dataset has been divided, preserving the balance of volunteers and
gestures, in two subsets, respectively used for the training (70%) and testing (30%) of the
RNN module.
Dataset B includes 15 sequences collected from one volunteer, known by the system.
While in Dataset A one sequence refers to one execution of one gesture, sequences in Dataset
B contains from a minimum of 6 to a maximum of 12 gestures (providing approximately 20
executions per gesture), separated by a non-constant number of samples in which the user
remains in the starting pose. There are no consecutive executions of the same gesture in the
sequences. The dataset is manually tagged.
3.3.3 Implementation
The modelling and recognition system presented above has been implemented in MATLAB
R2017b.
Data Feeding. In the tests with sequences of Dataset B, the Data Feeding module is
in charge of simulating the online usage of the architecture. Given a sequence belonging
to Dataset B, it loads the acceleration data sample by sample and feeds them to the RNN
module through the buffer, whose size has been set to N = 40 samples.
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Figure 3.6 Confusion matrix for the RNN offline testing (Dataset A). The bottom row reports
the recall measures while the rightmost column reports the precision measures. The blue cell
reports the overall accuracy.
Recurrent Neural Network. As shown in Figure 3.2, the RNN is composed of an LSTM
layer and a softmax layer, which are implemented using standard MATLAB libraries. The
hidden layer is composed of 32 neurons, and the training procedure uses the cross entropy
loss function and stochastic gradient descendent with momentum as an optimizer. Since the
results of Eq. 3.2 for Dataset A is N = 40, the input size of the network is 3×40. Therefore
the training sequences a(t) containing less than 40 samples are padded with a(1) at the
beginning. During the training and the offline testing phases, the buffer mechanism is not
present and for each sequence a(t) the network returns a single vector O. Since the selected
gesture dictionary has dimension G = 6, the size of O is 6 as well. The network output O(k)
for each sequence k in the test set, containing gi, is processed by an argmax function to
determine the i-label. Figure 3.6 shows the confusion matrix obtained by the RNN on the
testing Dataset A. It can be seen that the RNN achieves good results in terms of accuracy,
precision and recall.
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Continuous Gesture Recognition. The GCR module has three parameters, C, η and ρ ,
which must be set according to the gesture dictionary and to the neural network response. In
order to filter out only small fluctuations, in the interval of possible values [0,1], it is picked
ρ = 0.2. Instead, C and η can be defined as:
C = α(S +N), 0 < α ≤ 1,
η = γM , 0 < γ ≤ 1,
(3.6)








given that ni is the number of sequences contained in the dataset referring to Gi. From an









as final set of parameters.
3.3.4 Experimental Evaluation
Figure 3.7 shows the confusion matrix obtained by testing SLOTH, in the implementation
presented above, with the sequences of Dataset B. The detection module presented in Sec.
3.3.1 allows for relaxing the close-word assumption, which is represented in Figure 3.7 using
the tag “N. G.” (Not a Gesture). In the figure, it is possible to observe that, the precision is
very high for all gestures (the minimum is 94.4% for G5), while the recall is lower, especially
for gestures G3 (55%) and G6 (45.5%). In both cases, most of the misclassified executions
are not recognized at all (N.G.). Figure 3.8a presents the recognition results and the timings
for one continuous sequence included in Dataset B which contains each gesture twice
(specifically, in the order G1,G2,G1,G2,G3,G4,G3,G4,G5,G6,G5,G6). The three graphs in
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Figure 3.7 Confusion matrix for the online testing (Dataset B) with parameters from Eq. 3.9.
The bottom row reports the recall measures while the rightmost column reports the precision
measures. The blue cell reports the overall accuracy.
Figure 3.8a show, from top to bottom, the x, y and z acceleration components. Yellow boxes
denote gesture instances, while green squares and stars denote correct classifications. More
precisely, green squares indicate when the recognition occurs before the end of the gesture
while green stars denote when the recognition occurs after the end of the gesture. As Figure
3.8a shows, out of the 12 gestures contained in that recording, 10 are correctly classified and
before their end, 2 are correctly classified after their end and 2 are not classified.
The tests on Dataset B reported in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.8a, show that the parameter
settings discussed in Sec. 3.3.3 are very conservative, giving clear preference to precision
over recall. This behaviour is well suited for applications where gestures are used to control
a robot, for example, but it may not be desirable in other contexts. Parameters η and C
allow for controlling this behaviour. In particular, increasing these values makes the expected
plateau longer (C) and higher (η ), thus increasing precision, while reducing them makes the
expected plateau shorter (C) and lower (η ), thus increasing the recall. Furthermore reducing
C allows for recognizing gestures earlier, thereby increasing the reactivity of the system.
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(a) Classification output for an online test (Dataset B) with system parameters from Eq. 3.9.































(b) Classification output for an online test with α = 0.05 and γ = 0.9
Figure 3.8 From top to bottom are represented the x, y and z acceleration components. Yellow
boxes denote gestures instances, while green squares and stars denote correct classifications.
Green squares denote when the classification occurred before the end of the gesture and
green stars denote when the classification occurred after the end of the gesture.
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Figure 3.9 Confusion matrix for the online testing (Dataset B) with α = 0.05 and γ = 0.9.
The bottom row reports the recall measures while the rightmost column reports the precision
measures. The blue cell reports the overall accuracy.
To verify whether and to what extent the above statement holds, we have repeated the tests
on Dataset B two more times, once decreasing C to α = 0.05 while keeping η to the value
defined in Eq. 3.9, and one decreasing η to γ = 0.6 while keeping C as defined in Eq. 3.9.
The results of the first test are shown in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.8b, while the results of the
second test are shown in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.9 shows that, as expected, new C values yield an increase in the recall at the
expenses of a small decrease in precision. Moreover, the number of samples required to issue
the label (see Figure 3.8b) is significantly smaller than that with the values defined in Eq. 3.9.
Similarly, Figure 3.10 shows that new η values yield an increase in the recall at the expenses
of a small decrease in precision.
All the performed tests as well as the RNN offline testing presented in Figure 3.6 highlight
difficulty in classifying of G6. This is probably a consequence of using raw acceleration data,
which include a component related to gravity and one, in our case, related to the person’s
arm movements. When a person performs gestures G1, G2, G3 or G4, the gravity component
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Figure 3.10 Confusion matrix for the online testing (Dataset B) with α = 0.25 and γ = 0.6.
The bottom row reports the recall measures while the rightmost column report the precision
measures. The blue cell reports the overall accuracy.
shifts from one accelerometer axis to another, thus ensuring that the acceleration patterns
encode sensible variations. This does not happen in the case of gestures G5 and G6. Since the
gravity acceleration is by far the most prominent acceleration component, we argue that its
shift between accelerometer axes helps the classification and, as a consequence, its absence
causes the performance loss.
It is worth noticing that even in the configurations prioritizing recall over precision,
precision remains very high, thus proving the robustness of the proposed approach. The
main drawback of our approach is that the RNN needs to be retrained every time a gesture is
added/deleted, and therefore the system’s performance depends on the chosen combination
of gestures.
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3.4 Gesture Recognition - Comparative Study
SLOTH achieves good results in on-line gesture recognition overcoming the close-world
assumption thanks to a sliding window mechanism and indirect detection, but it lacks in
modularity since every change in the gesture dictionary implicates a retrain of the RNN.
In Section 3.2, we have described the importance of solving the gesture recognition under
the open-world assumption and we have described why indirect detection allows to do so.
Two similar approaches using indirect detection to solve the gesture [114] and activity [137]
recognition problem have been reviewed. The former makes uses of DTW and k-NN while
the latter uses GMM and GMR to build activity templates and Mahalanobis distance to
compute the distance between the incoming data and the activity in the dictionary.
Since they both solve the same problem that SLOTH does, we think that a comparative
study is necessary to have a clear idea of how good SLOTH recognition results are. The
original article does not present enough information for the DTW and k-NN approach. For
these reasons we have decided to compare SLOTH with the method leveraging GMM, GMR
and Mahalanobis distance [137], that we are going to refer with the M1 tag.
3.4.1 Data
The dataset used for this study is the same described in Section 3.3.2 and the considered
gestures are pictured in Figure 3.4. The two methods under evaluation share the moving
horizon window mechanism. However, given the intrinsic difference between the two
methods some differentiation are necessary, as presented in Figure 3.11. The SLOTH method
uses a window of length NS = 40 samples at 10 Hz (4 seconds) while, M1 uses a window of
length NM1 = 95 samples at 40 Hz (≃ 2.4 seconds). This difference comes from the different
requirements that the training data should satisfy for the two methods. High-frequency data
do not improve SLOTH performances but increase the dataset size, increasing training time.
M1 is particularly sensitive to the sequence alignment, therefore data included in the training
set have been cherry-picked, precisely aligned and cut resulting in a shorter temporal window.
3.4.2 M1
This method relies on two modules, working, respectively, off-line and on-line. The off-line
model builder module is devoted to the creation of probabilistic models of human motions,
starting from a provided set of human examples, and it relies on Gaussian Mixture Modelling
and Gaussian Mixture Regression. Each model is defined as an expected curve and associate



















Figure 3.11 Evaluation architecture of the SLOTH method (top) and M1 method (bot-
tom). The Data Feeding module feeds the two systems simultaneously but with different
frequencies, to comply with the methods’ requirements.
covariance. M1 separately models body and gravity accelerations, by extracting the gravity
acceleration using a type II Chebyshev low-pass filter. The filtering process introduces a
temporal delay that is handled by shifting back the signal losing the last d samples in the
window. In order to avoid to miss a relevant part of the signal because of the filtering, if NG
is the maximum temporal length over all the gestures classes, the window length NM1 must
be chosen as
NM1 = NG +d. (3.10)
The on-line classifier module labels run-time acceleration data by comparing them
with the available models, and it relies on Mahalanobis distance [140] and a threshold
mechanism to identify the model more likely corresponding to the run-time data, if any. More
specifically, at each new sample the classifier, computes the possibility πg (in the following,
simply referred to as π) of each gesture class g to be related to the data within the moving
horizon window. Whenever a gesture occurs, the possibility of the corresponding class rises,
to reach a maximum (πmax) when the moving horizon window is perfectly aligned with the
gesture (gesture end), and then decrease following a characteristic rise-fall pattern. The
threshold mechanism triggers the gesture recognition when the rise-fall pattern is recognized:
concretely, it first checks that the peak is high enough (πmax > η) and then waits for the
fall portion of the pattern to start, to notify the recognition ((πmax −π)> γ πmax). Since the
possibility reaches its maximum at the end of the gesture, the recognition can be triggered
only after this instant, with an additional delay caused by the check on the fall pattern.
To train the models, Dataset A has been divided into a training set (11% of the sequences
in the original dataset) and a validation set (89% of the sequences in the original dataset). The
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Figure 3.12 The time difference, computed as described in Eq. 3.11, between M1 and
SLOTH using parameters presented in Eq. 3.12. Bars denote the time difference for the
recognition of a single gesture, while the red line denotes the average difference over all
gestures.
sequences to be included in the training set have been cherry-picked, to reduce the covariance
of the generated models, and aligned. Furthermore, all the sequences have been extended at
the end with d constant samples to prevent losing relevant data because of the filtering.
3.4.3 Experimental Evaluation
SLOTH and M1 implementation code is freely available on GitHub1. The Data Feeding
module in Figure 3.11 loads Dataset B files, creates a downsampled version of the sequence
at 10 Hz, for the SLOTH method, and at each step feeds the two methods with the proper
window of data.
The metrics over which we have decided to perform the evaluation are recognition
performances (F1 score [141]) and recognition speed. This two metrics have been chosen
considering the observations we have done in Section 2.4. In fact, previous studies have
addressed how recognition performances and recognition delays play a role in determining
the system usability and user satisfaction.
1https://github.com/ACarfi/gesture_recognition
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(a) SLOTH confusion matrix.
















































































































































(b) M1 confusion matrix.
Figure 3.13 Confusion matrices of the two methods (with SLOTH using parameters values
reported in Eq. 3.12). The bottom row reports the recall measures, the rightmost column
reports the precision measures. The blue cell reports the overall accuracy.
As previously discussed, M1 requires the gesture end to perform the recognition: for this
reason, the recognition time (tM1) of M1 is used as a baseline for the comparison. Denoting
with tS the SLOTH recognition time, for the comparison we consider the parameter:
∆t = tS − tM1. (3.11)
For each gesture instance successfully classified by the two methods the parameter defined
in Eq. 3.11 is computed. At the same time, the results of the two methods are evaluated in
terms of precision and recall.
The tests are carried out with two different sets of SLOTH parameters, selected from the
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Figure 3.14 The time difference, computed as described in Eq. 3.11, between M1 and
SLOTH using parameters presented in Eq. 3.13. Bars denote the time difference for the
recognition of a single gesture, while the red line denotes the average difference over all
gestures.
where the former configuration prioritizes the recognition performances, while the latter
prioritizes the system reactivity achieving shorter recognition time. On the basis of the
recognition performance over the validation set, the final models have been selected and the




Figure 3.12 reports an analysis of the recognition times of SLOTH (using the parameters
values reported in Eq. 3.12, which prioritize the recognition performance) and M1. Over the
128 gesture instances present in Dataset B, the number of gestures correctly recognized by
both methods is 104. In Figure 3.12, each bar refers to ∆t computed according to Eq. 3.11 for
one specific gesture instance, while the red line represents the average difference computed
over all 104 instances. As expected, the SLOTH method, that can recognize the occurrence
of a gesture even before its end, achieves better recognition times with respect to M1 (on
average, it is 0.9 s faster than M1, with a variance of 0.6 s2), that, by design, has to wait
until the gesture end to notify the occurrence of a gesture. Furthermore, as shown in the two
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Figure 3.15 SLOTH confusion matrix using parameters values reported in Eq. 3.13. The
bottom row reports the recall measures while the rightmost column reports the precision
measures. The blue cell reports the overall accuracy.
confusion matrices in Figure 3.13, the SLOTH method has significantly higher recognition
performances than M1, with an F1 score of 95.3% against an F1 score of 87.2% for M1.
Figure 3.14 reports an analysis of the recognition times of SLOTH (using the parameters
values reported in Eq. 3.13, which prioritize recognition time) and M1. In this case, the
number of gestures correctly recognized by both methods is 101, out of the 128 gesture
instances present in Dataset B. As before, each bar of Figure 3.14 refers to ∆t computed
according to Eq. 3.11 for one specific gesture instance, while the red line represents the
average difference computed over all 101 instances. As expected, with this set of parameters
values, the SLOTH method is faster than with the first set of parameters values, and on
average it takes 1.9 s less than M1 ( with a variance of 0.9 s2) to recognize a gesture. Figure
3.15 shows the confusion matrix of SLOTH, with the parameters values reported in Eq. 3.13:
although, as expected, the recognition performance is reduced with respect to the first set (F1
score of 92.6%), it is still better than M1.
As the results show, the two methods achieve similar, good recognition performances,
with the SLOTH method reaching high values both for precision and recall, while M1
prioritizes the precision. Moreover, SLOTH is significantly faster than M1, notifying the
recognition of a gesture more than 1 s before M1. The main advantage of M1 over the
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SLOTH method is represented by the modularity. Indeed, while adding or removing a gesture
can be easily done with M1, the SLOTH method requires the retraining of the whole network,
possibly compromising the performances of the system.
3.5 Interface
2 Now that we have assessed the performance of SLOTH and compared them with another
relevant approach proposed in the literature we have designed the interface with which the
users is going to interact. As described in Section 3.1 the usage of a menu-based interface
fixes the number of gestures required for the interaction while maintaining the possibility to
add new functionalities.
This interface is meant for HRI in an industrial scenario. Therefore, we target lightweight
manipulators capable of safely interact with the human operator. In our specific case, we
used Baxter (see Figure 3.17) a dual-arm CoBot but the interface could be easily extendable
to other platforms. Baxter is already equipped with the screen that we use to display the
GUI. Therefore, the extension for another platform would require the pairing with a monitor
if not already available. Baxter, as many other CoBot, already implements a functionality,
through a software and hardware architecture, that lets the user guide the robot arms by mean
of physical contact. This can be used in the framework of programming by demonstration
(further details in the next chapter) to teach new task to the robot. Therefore, the main
role of our gesture-based interface is to allow to activate such functionality to teach and
play-back desired task. Notice that the interface is generic and whichever functionality can
be integrated.
3.5.1 Working principle
In Section 2.4.1 we have described a gesture dictionary has a pair of command and their
gestural expression. However, up to now we have considered and described only the gestural
expression. To associate the gestural expressions we have used up to now to test SLOTH
to their command we should, first of all, determine how the interface is going to look like
and how the gesture will affect it. A screenshot of the main menu of the GUI is presented in
Figure 3.16, we choose to distribute all the available options in a vertical configuration.
2The work described in this section has been carried out by Antonio Bongiovanni, Alessio De Luca, Luna
Gava, Lucrezia Grassi, Alessandro Grattarola, Marta Lagomarsino, Marco Lapolla, Antonio Marino, Patrick
Roncagliolo, Federico Tomat and Giulia Zaino and supervised by Alessandro Carfì for the course Software
Architecture for Robotics, Robotics Engineering, University of Genoa.
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Figure 3.16 A screenshot of the main menu of the GUI.
A red pre-selection indicator, in Figure 3.16 highlighting the Play option, is used to
display the GUI status. To navigate such kind of menu we need at least three commands:
• up, moves the pre-selection indicator on the option on top of the current one;
• down, moves the pre-selection indicator on the option under the current one;
• select, triggers the behaviour associated with the preselected option: opens a new
submenu or sends a set of predefined commands to the robot.
No going back command is needed since if an user enters in a submenu can come back
selecting a back option. Referring to the gestures described in Figure 3.4 and used to evaluate
SLOTH performances, our gesture command association follows: up (G3), down (G4) and
select (G1). The rationale for this association is to keep up and down gesture the most short
and simple as possible since are going to be the most used one and to preserve symmetry
between gesture associated with opposite commands(up and down).
3.5.2 Implementation
Figure 3.17 presents the architecture structure for the overall gesture-based interface 3. The
sensing is performed using an LG G Watch R smartwatch and, for the data acquisition, has
been developed an Android application directly communicating with the other architecture
3https://github.com/EmaroLab/gesture_based_interface
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components through the Robot Operative System (ROS) framework. The previous imple-
mentation of SLOTH has been done in Matlab, therefore, for better integration with ROS, a
new version of SLOTH has been developed using Python and Tensorflow 4.
Figure 3.17 Software architecture for the gesture-based human-robot interface.
The logic behind the overall interface has been implemented using a finite state machine
(FSM). This choice makes the system easy to be extended with new states. The state machine
is implemented using the Python library SMACH and state changes are triggered by the
recognition of a discrete gesture. The GUI interacts with the FSM to get the current state of
the interface and therefore, change the visualized interface. The GUI is visualized on the
Baxter screen. The activation of some FSM states do not trigger only a change in the GUI
but are associated with commands addressed to the robot.
3.5.3 Subject study
To evaluate the first version of our gesture-based interface we have conducted a user study in
which volunteers have been asked to perform a series of operations (teaching and reproducing
4https://github.com/ACarfi/SLOTH
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some new tasks to the robot) using the gesture-based interface. To have a term of comparison
the volunteers performed the experiments a second time using the same GUI deployed on a
tablet so that they could interact using the touch screen, a technology with which persons
are more familiar. Although a more in-depth experimentation and analysis of the results
should be done to extract relevant conclusions, we would like here to discuss some hints we
collected during the experiments.
It is evident that the selected gesture are inadequate for this application. The gesture
dictionary could have been more intuitive if a different gestural representation would have
been selected. In particular, gesture G4 is particularly difficult to be performed because of
the human arm anatomy. Furthermore, all the gestures start and end with the person holding
their arm still with their elbow at 90 degrees. This position is particularly unconformable
and volunteers should maintain it for the whole duration of the experiment tiring the arm.
We were already expecting these problems since, as we have stated at the beginning of this
chapter, these gestures have not be designed taking in consideration the human factor but
only to carry out a feasibility study.
Another problem that we encountered is a decay in the recognition performances of
SLOTH, probably caused by a change in the data acquisition software. The data acquisition
software previously used saves data on a file directly on the smartwatch and it had to be
changed to continuously collect and stream the data. Although the data source remains
the same, this software change can affect the consistency of the data frequency since some
samples could be lost in the transmission process. Differences between the data used in the
training process and the real data, especially due to differences in sensor and software [142],
is a well know problem for data-driven approaches.
3.6 Follow Up
On the base of our previous study, we have planned and carried out some research activities
aiming to improve our gesture based interaction system. In particular, we have focused on
the sensing, the data processing and the dictionary design.
3.6.1 Sensing - Data Glove
At the beginning of this chapter, we have presented the reasons to use accelerometers for
our application scenario. Since commercial solutions already integrate this kind of sensor in
devices such as wristbands and smartwatches, we decided to opt for this solution forcing the
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system focus on the arm. This choice allowed us to not focus on developing new sensing
devices and to fast prototype our gesture recognition interface. Nevertheless, now we want to
question this choice.
In our study, we are targeting industrial applications. In this kind of scenario the user is
the worker, that should wear gloves. Therefore, it is possible to envision the sensorization
of working gloves with IMUs since they are easy to embed in clothes. This would allow
the system to include in the focus even hand and fingers enriching the set of gestures that
the users can use to interact with the robot. For this reason, we have decided to design and
develop a data glove solution for human gesture sensing.
Figure 3.18 The data glove equipped with 12 IMUs, the MCU collecting the data and 14
reflective markers for the OptiTrack MoCap.
5 The data glove is equipped with 12 6-axis IMUs (3-axis accelerometer and 3-axis
gyroscope each) located as shown in Figure 3.18. Each finger is tracked by two IMUs, one on
the intermediate phalanx and one on the proximal one. Furthermore, two IMUs are devoted
to track the hand back and the wrist. The IMUs used for this prototype are the MPU-6050
from InvenSense providing a digital output through an I2C bus. The MCU used to control all
the sensors is the MKR 1010, equipped with a WiFi module. To preserve the hand mobility
and sensitivity a thin and flexible glove has been selected as support. To reduce their impact
on the hand motion the IMUs are not directly glued on the glove but 3D printed mountings
5The work described in this section has been partially carried on by Federico Bernabei, Francesco Fallica,
Francesco Giovinazzo, Giovanni Napoli, Maicol Polvere, Durgesh Salunkhe and Daniele Torrigino supervised
by Alessandro Carfì for the first year group project.
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Figure 3.19 The structure supporting the OptiTrack MoCap.
have been used. The finger mountings consist of a half-ring structure while for the hand
back an L-shaped support has been used. The wrist IMU and the MCU are mounted on a
rectangular support fixed to the arm with a velcro strap. All the hand mountings have been
printed using a flexible resin while for the wrist mount ABS material has been used. In Figure
3.18 can be noticed that each IMU is paired with one spherical reflective marker, three for the
hand back. These markers are meant for other kinds of studies that we will describe in the
last chapter and can be tracked by 7 Flex 3 cameras by OptiTrack6 showed in Figure 3.19.
The software architecture is distributed among three devices. The MCU performs the
start-up procedures to properly set the IMUs and samples the IMUs data. Because of the
nature of the I2C bus, the sampling procedure should be performed sequentially. Each
time a sample is acquired, the MCU sends it to a workstation through Wi-Fi using the
UDP protocol. Each IMU sample contains the tri-axial linear acceleration and the angular
velocity. Furthermore, the sensor microcontroller runs proprietary software to extract, from
acceleration and velocity, the sensor orientation expressed as a quaternion.
3.6.2 Gesture Recognition - SPC
SLOTH achieves good results in our experiments relieving the close-world assumption that
many works in the literature use to solve the gesture recognition problem. The main drawback
6www.optitrack.com
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we have encountered with SLOTH is the lack of modularity. In fact, adding or removing a
gesture would imply retraining completely the model losing any insurance on the system
performances.
To solve this problem we introduce a new approach that we named Simultaneous Pre-
diction and Classification (SPC). SPC takes advantage of a working principle introduced
by Bailador et. al 2007 [143] where prediction error of continuous time recurrent neural
networks (CTRNNs) predictors have been used to perform classification. The usage of a
single predictor for each gesture guarantee the modularity of the overall system, although
some further consideration on the performance changes is required.
Figure 3.20 The working flow of the SPC method.
Working principle
Figure 3.20 graphically presents the working principle of SPC. For each gesture Gi is trained
a Predictor Gi (Figure 3.20) that can predict up to a maximum of d samples. The first
N −d samples of the input vector, raw or preprocessed data, are fed to the Predictor Gi that
returns the respective d−prediction values. The prediction values together with the real
corresponding values are fed to the error block presented in Figure 3.20 that computes the
prediction error. This process goes on in parallel for each of the M gestures the system has to
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Figure 3.21 Gesture dictionary for SPC test.
recognize. Therefore, at each time instant are generate M prediction errors that are processed
by a classifier to determine the label.
If the classifier is a probabilistic classifier, it is possible to use the detection module from
SLOTH to perform the gesture detection. The method modularity is strictly related on how
the classifier is implemented. In fact, if the classifier is implemented using a data-driven
approach such as neural networks, it should probably be retrained if the gesture dictionary
changes. Instead, by using a model-based approach the classifier could remain unvaried
while changing the dictionary although the classification performances could vary since they
are influenced by the predictors. Predictors are built to predict the last d steps of a specific
gesture and SPC works on the assumption that a predictor has the lowest prediction error,
among all predictors, when the fed data correspond to the gesture for which it has been built.
However, it can happen that a predictor, built for Gi, achieves good prediction error even
for G j. To avoid this problem it is necessary to test each predictor with a bunch of different
gestures, check the prediction error behaviour and change the predictor if its prediction
performances are too good for gestures different by the one for which it has been designed.
Therefore, it is possible to modify the gesture dictionary but it is important that every time
all the predictors are tested to ensure everything is going to work properly.
Implementation
We have implemented SPC using RNN. Contrary to what we have seen in Section 3.3.1
we did not use a single RNN probabilistic classifier but we trained one RNN predictor for
each gesture. The gestures and the data used for this experiments are not the ones described
in Section 3.3.1 but a gesture dataset publicly available have been selected [144]. This
dataset has been collected thanks to 8 different users performing 20 repetitions of 20 different
gestures. Each sequence contains acceleration data from the 3-axis accelerometer of a Sony
SmartWatch. Out of the 20 proposed gestures we have selected the 6 gestures presented in
Figure 3.21 since they resemble the gestures used for the SLOTH implementation.
Since the dataset il smaller respect to the one presented in Section 3.3.2, we used 50%
of the dataset for training and the remaining portion for testing. Six RNNs, one for each
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Figure 3.22 Confusion matrix for the SPC offline testing. The bottom row reports the recall
measures while the rightmost column reports the precision measures. The blue cell reports
the overall accuracy.
gesture, have been trained to predict the last value of the sequence, then the prediction error
is computed using the euclidean distance. For each sequence in the test set the prediction
error, for each of the 6 RNN, is computed and the network with the lower prediction error
gives the label to the tested sequence.
As we can see observing the results of our preliminary tests presented in Figure 3.22, our
SPC implementation does not achieve outstanding performances. Nevertheless, considering
that SPC allows for a modular gesture recognition method, the results are promising. Further
study should consider the usage of SPC for online recognition.
3.6.3 Gesture Dictionary
As we have notice in Section 3.5.3 the design and collection process of the gesture dictionary
previously used to evaluate SLOTH and the gesture-based interface has some drawbacks.
The low intuitiveness of gestures, in relation with the application scenario, high levels of
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physical stress, associated to the gesture execution, and the usage of a software for the dataset
collection unsuitable for the on-line usage that leads to differences between training data
and the one collected on-line. Therefore, we have designed a new set of gestures and an
experimental protocol for the data collection.
Gesture Design
The design flaws related to the gestures design involved both gesture intuitiveness and high
physical stress. Gestures to be intuitive should be related to the application. We want to
design a gesture set that could be used with whichever kind of menu-based interface. With
this intent we selected six gesture7:
• up (Figure 3.23);
• down (Figure 3.24);
• left (Figure 3.25);
• right (Figure 3.26);
• push (Figure 3.27);
• pull (Figure 3.28).
These gestures have been chosen to be easily related with the corresponding action: up
gesture would move the red pre-selection on the option on top of the current position; down
gesture would move the cursor on the option under the current one; push gesture would
trigger the behaviour associated with the pre-selected option; pull gesture would exit the
current process, or menu, and call the previous menu.
All the gesture-action association have been thought to be straightforward and we included
the left and right gesture to be able, if needed, to change the menu from a vertical organization
to an horizontal one. Furthermore, we aim to reduce the physical stress associated to the
gesture execution by imposing as start and end pose a relaxed configuration with the arm
laying down on the user side and the hand palm facing the leg. The gesture figures present
the gestures division in preparation, stroke and retraction. Notice that during the stroke phase
of each gesture the palm is facing toward the movement direction.
7Credit for the drawings to Marina Lemucchi.
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Figure 3.23 Up gesture.
Figure 3.24 Down gesture.
Figure 3.25 Left gesture.
This gesture dictionary has been designed to be intuitive, for the selected application
scenario, and to prevent physical stress. Nevertheless, before moving on to collecting this
dataset three experimental evaluations should be conducted.
First of all, we have to determine if the graphical representation we have designed for each
gesture is effective in describing the gesture. In Section 2.4.1 we have described why being
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Figure 3.26 Right gesture.
Figure 3.27 Push gesture.
Figure 3.28 Pull gesture.
able to precisely convey the gesture description is fundamental both for reproducibility of the
work and to provide an appropriate user manual. Therefore, we should conduct qualitative
experiments to asses if persons presented with the gestures drawings and a brief description
are able to perform the gestures as we have intended.
Then the user physical stress and mental effort, associated to the proposed gestures,
should be evaluated to determine that the new dictionary has been properly designed to take
in consideration the human factor (Section 2.4). The evaluation can be conducted using
quantitative measurements such as questionnaires answers and electromyography signals,
often used to evaluate human fatigue.
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Finally, we should determine whether the new gesture dictionary is intuitive for our
specific application. This can be done by carrying out a Wizard of Oz experiment in which
the volunteer normally interacts with the gesture-based interface but an experimenter is in
charge of sensing and recognizing the gestures. This experiment can be conducted twice,
once with the old and once with the new dictionary, to evaluate if the new design improves
the system intuitiveness.
If the results of the proposed experiments are negative it would be necessary to correct
the gestures design accordingly and repeat the experiment as long as a correct design is
identified.
Data acquisition
Once the dictionary has been fixed and properly evaluated it is necessary to collect a new
dataset. Has we have seen in Section 3.5.3 our dataset had some problems connected with the
procedure used for the collection. Therefore, we have redesigned the experimental protocol.
The gestures are going to be perceived by multiple devices such as the data glove, multiple
android smartwatches and iOS smartwatch. The increase of the number of devices used in
the dataset collection aims to reduce the sensitivity of trained models to sensor and software
changes. Furthermore, all the considered smartwatches should be worn in different position
of the arm to account for different ways in which users can wear the devices. Finally, the
software used for the dataset collection should be the same used by the final application.
Therefore, the data are not going to be saved locally on the device but will be streamed
continuously to a PC that is going to save them in a file.
To facilitate the dataset collection a GUI has been developed 8. After a setup face in
which the GUI asks the volunteer to insert personal information such as age, height and
dominant hand, the software verifies that all the sensing devices are connected. If all the
communication with all the sensing devices works properly the collection process starts.
The GUI shows the image of the gesture to perform (see Figure 3.29) to the volunteer and
waits n seconds before showing a new gesture (remaining time is displayed by a progress
bar), the procedure is repeated to collect p repetition of each gesture in the dictionary. The n
parameter can be used to influence the speed that volunteers have in performing a gesture,
different n value can be used to have a more varied dataset. The order in which the gestures
are performed is random and different for each volunteer. The data are saved as a continuous
stream. Between each gesture execution, the user is asked to stand still in the start/end
posture, therefore using the timestamps in which new gesture drawings are shown to the user,
8https://github.com/ACarfi/gestures_dataset_collection
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Figure 3.29 A screenshot of the GUI developed for data collection. The blue progress bar
shows the remaining time before the next gesture is displayed.
the data can be tagged and segmented automatically. Sensing data are synchronized between




In this Chapter, we focus on a specialization of the problem (Continuous GI-UI), by consid-
ering the usage of continuous gesture in kinaesthetic teaching (KT). KT (Figure 4.1) is a
teaching technique, well-suited for robot manipulators, which assumes a human operator to
physically move the robot, by means of continuous gestures, in the execution of the target
task, while the robot records the movements of its joints. In KT, the continuous human
gestures are mapped to the continuous robot joints state to allow the robot to follow the
human motion. KT is used in the Programming by Demonstration (PbD) framework, referred
in Section 3.5 while listing the available functionalities of our gesture-based interface.
In Chapter 1 we envisioned the requirements associated with smart factories. As a
consequence, the Industry 4.0 paradigm requires the availability of techniques to enable
a fast and easy-to-attain robot task reconfiguration. PbD has been envisioned to address
such requirements advocating methods to teach robots new tasks intuitively [145]. PbD
assumes two programming phases, namely teaching, where one or different realizations
of the target task are shown, and learning, in which examples are generalized in order to
synthesize a resulting robot’s behaviour. PbD has the competitive advantage of not requiring
any robot-specific competence related for reconfiguration issues and task teaching [7]. In this
paradigm, human operators tend to become specialized labourers whose knowledge mainly
derives from hands-on experience gained by interacting with the robot during the teaching
process. The lack of awareness of how robots work, their limitations, as well as the inherent
differences between their and human motions, can lead to an overall low-quality teaching
process when KT is adopted [146].
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Depending on the adopted learning technique, an inaccurate teaching can have different
effects on the final result. In particular:
• pure playback exactly replicates the taught example; this is the case in which a bad
training has the worst consequences, since execution time is equal to teaching time,
and therefore any inefficiency in the teaching phase is replicated during execution;
• waypoints playback optimizes execution time but requires a longer teaching time (e.g.,
an operator must stop at each key waypoint) and it does not constrain motion between
pairwise waypoints, which means that their suboptimal selection can lead to inefficient
motions;
• generalization over different examples reduces the influence of a single inaccurate
example on execution time but increases the required teaching time.
The teaching quality is influenced both by operator’s skills and by robot usage intuitiveness.
The evaluation of teaching quality can provide robot designers with useful hints to improve
the cooperation process between human operators and robots and consequently increase the
acceptance of robot in shop-floors by humans.
The content of the following section are extracted from Carfì et al. 2019 [28].
4.2 Background and Definitions
4.2.1 Background
Programming by Demonstration [145, 7], when applied to Robotics, allows for the imple-
mentation of robot behaviours while avoiding the traditional programming workflow, which
typically includes a formal definition of the end-effector’s trajectory, its representation in
joint space using an inverted Jacobian and its use as a set of reference poses for a closed-loop
control system. PbD can be critical as far as human-robot interaction is concerned, and its
naive use can lead to suboptimal or even inaccurate robot trajectories. In fact, solutions
for trajectory corrections using tactile sensors [147] or graphical user interfaces [148] have
been proposed in the literature. However, such companies as Universal Robots and Rethink
Robotics, just to name a few, commercialize manipulators for collaborative work in industrial
settings, which take advantage of PbD, such as UR31 and Baxter2, but do not implement any
mechanism for trajectory correction.
1www.universal-robots.com/products/ur3-robot
2www.rethinkrobotics.com/baxter
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Figure 4.1 A human operator teaching a Baxter robot how to grasp an articulated object
using Kinaesthetic Teaching.
As anticipated in the Introduction, the workflow associated with PbD is divided into two
phases, namely teaching and learning.
In the teaching phase, an operator provides the robot with examples of the task. To this
aim, different approaches can be adopted, from teach pendants to data gloves [149], as well
as vision systems [150], or haptic devices [151], although PbD is usually implemented via
kinaesthetic teaching [152][153][154][155][156]. In order to use kinaesthetic teaching, a
sequence of operations must be carried out:
1. notifying when the teaching procedure starts through buttons on the robot or via a
different input device;
2. manually operating the robot through a series of waypoints or following a desired path
for the end-effector and, when a specific waypoint must be recorded, pushing proper
buttons;
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Figure 4.2 A visual representation of two classifications of a pick and place task, respectively
separating the task into three temporal slots (top), and in five volumes of interest (bottom).
3. manually activating such actions for the end-effector as opening or closing the gripper;
4. notifying the robot when the teaching procedure ends.
Furthermore, when a dual-arm manipulator is used, an operator must coordinate the teaching
process between the two arms, or perform the two teaching procedures separately and
sequentially.
During the learning phase, the robot is expected to generalize the provided examples to
obtain the final behaviour. To this aim, different approaches have been proposed, such as
Neural Networks [157], Hidden Markov Models [158] or Fuzzy Logic [159]. Furthermore,
the learning procedure is meant to filter errors, uncertainties and suboptimalities present
in the demonstration because of the operator, e.g., wrong or inaccurate teaching motions.
Surprisingly enough, there is scarce literature evidence on solutions aiming at preventing
such disturbances introduced in the teaching phase, or even on systematically assessing their
nature and impact on the final robot behaviour. Relying on advanced learning techniques in
industrial scenarios can be troublesome due to their unpredictability. For these reasons, KT
in industrial settings is usually based on recording way-points and no countermeasure is in
place to mitigate the effects of inaccurate teaching.
4.2.2 Definitions
A pick and place task
Typical tasks in which industrial robots are employed consist of packaging, assembly, or
loading and unloading of objects to and from conveyor belts. These tasks can be modelled as
composite actions that require to reposition an object between two locations as a sequence of
picking and placing actions. Since pick and place actions can be considered as archetype
operations for a variety of other tasks, here we put forth a few general definitions for pick
and place tasks, which will be used throughout the paper.
Pick and place is a composite action in which an agent, in our case a robot, moves
an object from a start pose to an end pose, following a trajectory. Each pose has linear
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(p ∈ R3) and rotational components, therefore the linear component of the trajectory is
τ(t) = {p1, . . . , p|τ|} such that p1 = ps and p|τ| = pe. From now on we refer only to the
linear components of trajectory and poses. The trajectory can be divided into different chunks,
depending on whether one considers a temporal or spatial classification (Figure 4.2). These
two classifications are aimed at capturing different aspects of the pick and place task. In
a temporal classification, it is possible to identify key time instants such as grasp tγ , i.e.,
when the gripper on the end-effector is closed around the object to pick in point pγ , and
release tr, i.e., when the end-effector is opened in pr. Figure 4.2 shows grasp and release time
instants using a red and a green circle, respectively. The implicit assumption that grasp and
release actions are instantaneous induces three well-defined temporal intervals delimited by ts
(start time), tγ , tr and te (end time), namely Tph1 = {ts, . . . , tγ −1}, Tph2 = {tγ +1, . . . , tr −1}
and Tph3 = {tr +1, . . . , te}. In a spatial classification, the trajectory τ is divided into five
qualitative spatial intervals or portions of trajectory depending on their semantics (shown in
Figure 4.2 with different colours):
• Approaching Ta includes all points corresponding to the phase in where the robot
reduces the distance between its end-effector and the object to pick, moving from ps to
pγ ;
• Grasping Tγ groups all points in which the robot is trying to identify a suitable grasping
pose, roughly clustered around pγ ;
• Transfer Tt clusters all points corresponding to the actual relocation of the object from
pγ to pr;
• Releasing Tr includes all points in which the robot aligns the object with the desired
release pose pr and releases it;
• Departing Td groups all points corresponding to the phase in which the robot leaves pr
to reach the end position pe.
Neighbourhood
In order to characterize the notion of spatial distribution, we extend the mathematical
concept of neighbourhood of a point [160] as follow. Given a point p ∈ R3, we define its
neighbourhood Np as a set of points c ∈ R3 such that the Euclidean distance δcp between c
and p is lower than a threshold ∆, i.e., δpc ≤ ∆. Then, for a given trajectory τ , and for each
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4.3 Rationale and hypotheses
The requirement of frequent robot reconfiguration implies that such an operation is fast and
easy-to-attain. As we discussed in the previous Section, PbD seems a reasonable solution,
since it proves to be quite intuitive also for non-technically skilled operators [161]. PbD
makes it possible to setup a robot for operators without any specific knowledge about how
robots work, but with practical knowledge of traditional industrial equipment. This can lead
to [problem P1] suboptimal solutions as far as a trajectory τ is concerned, or the need of
adopting more complex and robust learning approaches to overcome suboptimalities, which
typically leads to a longer overall teaching time t|τ|. Since different operators have different
working experience, [insight I1] an experienced operator is likely to obtain better results
at teaching than a less experienced one. Furthermore, operators with different skills and
experience may spend a different time for the same teaching goal, which could [P2] tempt
less skilled operators to speed up the teaching procedure to the detriment of final results.
Indeed, [I2] the necessity for a fast reprogramming, lack of time, stress, inexperience or
laziness are all factors that may cause a reduction of the teaching time, with possible negative
consequences on the final trajectory.
Starting from these considerations, the following hypotheses are in order. [Hypothesis
H1] The time required to teach a robot a given task, comprehensive of operator’s attempts
and the number of iterations required by the selected learning approach, varies among
operators. In particular, [H1.1] teaching time varies with the operator, and [H1.2] considering
the different phases, the teaching time required for Tph1, Tph2 and Tph3 (Figure 4.2) differs for
different operators. These hypotheses, if integrated with the previous observations, lead us
to state that [I3] the variation in teaching time, both overall and for different phases, can be
reduced if the operator is trained to that aim. Considering the robot’s end-effector trajectory
τ , as executed at teaching time, [H2] the two spatial intervals related to grasp and release
instants are characterized by a higher density with respect to nearby points in the trajectory.
In particular, [H2.1] Tγ and Tr greatly differ when different operators are involved, while
[H2.2] the differences in Ta, Tt and Td for different operators are lower. As a consequence, it
may be reasonable [I4] to reduce the operator’s influence during Tγ and Tr because of their
criticality in the overall trajectory.
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In order to validate what discussed above, we posit the following working hypotheses:
WH1) exposing operators to PbD training footage or to human-human interactions, in which
one human role-plays as a robot engaged in PbD, reduces the variance of teaching
time;
WH2) the need to manually control the opening and closing of a robot’s gripper is a disturbing
factor for the operator, which affects how grasping and releasing actions are taught;
WH3) the need to identify an appropriate grasping pose for the object to pick while teaching
the task has a negative effect on the resulting robot trajectories.
4.3.1 Preliminary study
The experiment designed to test H1 and H2 is composed of two distinct activities: Human-
Baxter PbD and Human-Human PbD. In the former activity the volunteer uses PbD with a
robot, while in the latter with another volunteer. The Human-Human PbD activity is meant
as a pre-training for the Human-Baxter PbD. Therefore, to evaluate the possible influence of
volunteers pre-training [I3], volunteers have been divided into two homogeneous groups, as
shown in Figure 4.3, that perform the two activities in opposite order (i.e., with one group
serving the purpose of a control arm). Analysis of quantitative data recorded during the
Human-Baxter PbD has been used to evaluate H1 and H2. In particular two metrics have
been considered: temporal duration of pick and place phases (as defined in Sec. 4.2.2) and
neighbourhood density about the grasping and releasing poses (as defined in Sec. 4.2.2).
Each activity takes around 45 minutes for completion and the whole experiment has been
carried out in a single day in our lab.
Volunteers
The experiment involved 25 unpaid volunteers among the students and teachers of a vocational
educational and training school in Italy, aged between 15 and 60 with a median value of
16. Students have previous knowledge of industrial equipment, with a median experience of
one year, although not collaborative robots, and may well be thought of as possible robot
operators in the factories of the future.
Human-Baxter PbD experiments
The setup of the Human-Baxter PbD activity is shown in Figure 4.4. A Baxter dual-arm
manipulator stands in front of a table where two location, namely A and B, are defined. In A,
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Figure 4.3 Volunteers statistics for each group related to age and years of experience with
industrial equipment.
Figure 4.4 Experimental scenario of the activity Human-Baxter PbD: Baxter stands in front
of a table where pick and place actions are performed.
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a 0.5-litre plastic bottle filled with water for about one-tenth is located, whereas in B there is
an open box with a 30 cm base and 12 cm height. The distance between A and B is 78 cm
while the distance between Baxter and the table is around 60 cm.
Before the activity starts, an experimenter gives a practical demonstration about the use
of KT to teach Baxter how to perform a pick and place task, i.e., teaching Baxter how to use
its left arm to relocate the bottle from A to B, inside the open box, which is then performed
by each volunteer. Each experiment starts with the Baxter in the untucked pose, while we did
not constraint the final pose. The experiment loosely follows these steps:
i. a volunteer is located in front of Baxter, on the opposite side with respect to the table;
ii. the volunteer grasps Baxter’s wrist to activate the zero gravity mode and starts the
teaching procedure;
iii. the volunteer teaches Baxter how to relocate the bottle from A to B inside the open
box using KT;
iv. when appropriate, the volunteer pushes the buttons located on the robot’s wrist, to open
and close its left gripper;
v. the task is executed: if the robot does not succeed in performing it, then the volunteer
is asked to repeat the teaching procedure.
At each temporal instant, the trajectory τ(t) is recorded and expressed in joint space as
σ(t) = {φ1, . . . ,φ|τ|}, where for each point pi(t) ∈ τ we define φi(t) = (q1(t), . . . ,qs(t)). It
is noteworthy that no constraints on teaching time have been set for this experiment.
4.3.2 Human-Human PbD experiments
Before this activity begins, a 7-minutes video3, intended to demonstrate how KT works on
Baxter, is shown to the group of volunteers. Then, volunteers divided into pairs are asked
to apply the same methodology to teach a predefined task to each other, while no verbal
communication is allowed. Possible tasks include: closing/opening a jar lid, stacking six
boxes forming a pyramid, ordering five bottles according to their weight, composing a square
with four pens, picking and placing a box, folding a shirt, sinking a screw in a piece of wood.
The experiment is repeated twice swapping the roles of teacher and learner. During all the
experiments, teacher and learner are in front of each other with a table in between, as shown
in Figure 4.13. Once the teaching procedure ends, the learner is asked to repeat the task.
3https://youtu.be/4FI7LwM3V38
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(a) Volunteer in G1 highlighted in red in Figure 4.7





























(b) Volunteer in G2 highlighted in red in Figure 4.7
Figure 4.5 Black plots refers to the speed of the Baxter’s end-effector, while red plots indicate
the gripper status expressed as a Boolean value, where 0 stands for closed and 1 for open.
Analyses
We have carried out both a quantitative analysis related to the collected robot trajectories,
recorded during Human-Baxter PbD experiments, and a qualitative assessment of video
footage recorded during Human-Human PbD experiments. In this Section, we focus on the
description of the quantitative analysis whose results are presented in Section 4.3.3, whereas
Section 4.3.3 includes a discussion about what happens when two humans apply KT to each
other.
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(a) Volunteer in G1 highlighted in red in Figure 4.7


































(b) Volunteer in G2 highlighted in red in Figure 4.7
Figure 4.6 The black plot represents, for each time instant associated to a trajectory τ , the
number of close end-effector locations, i.e., the density distribution of the trajectory, whereas
the red plot is the gripper status expressed as a Boolean value, where 0 stands for closed and
1 for open. Background colours refers to the pick and place spatial classification described
in Figure 4.2.
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Data collection and processing: All trajectories have been sampled at 100 Hz and are
characterized by a variable time duration. We have downsampled the data at 20 Hz since it is
enough to study the most common human activities. [162].
To collect data and convert them into joint space, we have used the Baxter PyKDL 4
library, we have analysed data using MATLAB R2015b. The trajectories have been processed
in order to filter out initial and final volunteers lags in starting the demonstration and the
experimenter lag in stopping the recording.
We are interested in three distinct analyses: the duration of the teaching process, the
duration of task phases, and the spatial distribution of end-effector trajectory points. As-
sessing the duration of the teaching process allows us to investigate the variation introduced
by different operators ([H1.1] in Section 4.3), and to understand whether such a variation
can be reduced by a training session [I3]. The duration of task phases is needed to observe
how points in τ are distributed among Tph1, Tph2 and Tph3 [H1.2]. Finally, the analysis of
density distribution is expected to assess whether Tγ and Tr, with respect to the other temporal
intervals, are characterized by a higher density [H2].
Duration of the teaching process: We have computed the time ∆t = te − ts, required by
each volunteer to carry out the teaching process.
Duration of task phases: This part of the analysis is based on the temporal classification,
introduced in Section 4.2.2, which identifies three phases, namely Tph1, Tph2 and Tph3,
separated by key time instants tγ and tr. The temporal classification is based on an empirical
finding, determined during the present analysis, related to the speed at which the robot’s
end-effector is moved. Figure 4.5 displays two interesting cases. The speed (S) of the
Baxter’s end-effector is shown in black, while the gripper status (0 closed and 1 open) is in




for each point pi−1 and pi in the trajectory, filtered using a moving-average filter. In particular,
on the top, a recurring bell-shaped behaviour corresponding to the three phases outlined
above can be observed, along with two low-speed parts of the trajectory roughly coinciding
with the gripper opening and closing. It is noteworthy that this is not a peculiarity of a single
experiment, but a feature characterizing the behaviour of the majority of volunteers. Figure
4http://sdk.rethinkrobotics.com/wiki/Baxter_PyKDL
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4.5 on the bottom represents a case in which this does not happen. There is uncertainty in the
gripper activation, as well as in the speed, but we can still observe that the speed increases
and decreases with a bell-shaped pattern. This behaviour is probably due to the volunteer
stopping or slowing down near locations A and B to push the buttons on the Baxter’s wrist
for gripper opening and closing.
Spatial distribution of end-effector trajectory points: With this analysis, we are inter-
ested in determining the differences in spatial distribution of end-effector’s locations during Tγ
and Tr with respect to the other phases. To this aim, we refer to the concept of neighbourhood
introduced in Section 4.2.2.
We empirically fix ∆ as the minimum number, considering all the experiments, that allows
each point p in the trajectory to have at least one point in Np, and we compute the density
dτ,p for each point in τ , for all the experiments. ∆ is maintained constant for all groups.
The density dτ,p of each experiment is used in order to divide τ in five intervals according
to the spatial classification introduced in Section 4.2.2. The trend presented in Figure 4.6,
whereby points pγ and pr are in high density intervals, is common to all the experiments.
Particularly the normal density trend consists of two high density plateau as in Figure
4.6a. The two high density regions divide τ in five intervals that can be associated to the
intervals defined in the spatial classification (Section 4.2.2): Approaching (Ta), Grasping
(Tγ ), Transfer(Tt), Releasing (Tr) and Departing (Td). The Grasping interval starts at tγs and
ends at tγe where tγs < tγ < tγe, we define tγs and them tγe as:
tγs = min
t
||t − tγ || such that:
{
tγs < tγ




||t − tγ || such that:
{
tγe > tγ
dτ,pγe ≤ K ·dτ,pγ
(4.4)
where K is set arbitrarily to 0.8. The constraints in 4.3 and 4.4 define the start and end times
of Grasping as the temporal instants closest to tγ for which the density decreases to 0.8 ·dτ,pγ ,
respectively before and after tγ . Since the choice of the density threshold is empirical we
conducted a study on the distances between points within Tγ and pγ to ensure that:
||p− pγ ||< ε ∀p ∈ Tγ (4.5)

















Figure 4.7 The time duration of the teaching procedure in the Human-Baxter PbD activities,
for each volunteer, in groups.
The same approach is used to identify the Releasing location inside τ . Once the trajectories
recorded for each experiment has been divided into the five intervals an analysis on the dτ,p
among them have been carried on.
4.3.3 Quantitative results
Duration of the teaching process: Figure 4.7 presents the time duration of the teaching
procedure for all individuals, divided into the two groups. When considering the time taken
by each individual, we observe that it is characterized by a high variance. In particular, G1
has a variance of about 50.62 s2, whereas G2 has an even greater variance of 117.16 s2. As
expected, these results seem to confirm H1.1, i.e., teaching time varies with operator, but
the empirical cumulative distribution study presented in Figure 4.8 gives no evidence of a
reduction of the teaching time due to prior knowledge related to the process or training, as
argued in I3 and posited in WH1. In fact, the mean value for the two groups is almost the
same (23.7 sec for G1 and 24.68 sec for G2), and even if G2 is characterized by a higher
variance, this is due to the presence of an outlier.
Duration of task phases: We computed the duration associated with Tph1, Tph2 and Tph3
(Figure 4.2) for each volunteer, thus obtaining the results presented in Figure 4.9. In each
graph, the lowest duration of Tph1, Tph2 and Tph3, respectively, is highlighted in red. These
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Figure 4.8 The empirical distribution function computed on the time duration of the teaching



































Figure 4.9 Bar graphs, one for each group, representing the time spent in each phase during
the teaching procedure. Phases names refer to the temporal classification in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.10 The empirical distribution function computed for each volunteer on the distance


























Figure 4.11 Bar graphs, one for each group, representing the median over all the volunteers
of the median density for each phase.




































(b) Releasing phase (Tr)
Figure 4.12 Bar graphs representing the median density for each volunteer in the two critical
phases.
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results suggest that, as hypothesized in H1.2, the time spent by each volunteer on Tph1, Tph2
and Tph3 is different. As a consequence, if a volunteer optimized the teaching time in one
phase this would not imply they would optimize the other two as well.
Spatial distribution of end-effector trajectory points: The density for all the experi-
ments has been computed and used to divide τ into the five intervals expected by the spatial
classification as shown in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.10 shows for each group the empirical distribu-
tion function computed on the distances between points belonging to Tγ and Tr, respectively
with pγ and pr. In these graphs we have one line for each experiment where the y-axis
indicates the probability for a point to have a distance to the reference point lower than the
corresponding value on the x-axis. The main outcome of this study is that, referring to (4.5),
ε amounts to 10 cm and the majority of the points are far closer to the reference point (pγ or
pr). Considering the definition of Tγ and Tr given in Section 4.2.2 and the considered setup,
as well as the distance between location A and B of 78 cm, the ε value makes it reasonable
to consider valid the density-based subdivision.
The bar graph in Figure 4.11 presents the median value of densities over all the experi-
ments for each group. It highlights that the densities of Tγ and Tr are higher with respect to
the other phases, confirming H2, as it was realistic to expect. Figure 4.12 shows the density
median value for Tγ and Tr over all the volunteers. These graphs highlight the importance of
each operator skills and the uncorrelation of volunteer’s performance among phases.
Furthermore, we have computed the time length associated with Tγ and Tr and we have
expressed Tγ +Tr as percentage over the total teaching time: the resulting median values over
all the volunteers are 44.67% for G1 and 45.33% for G2.
Qualitative observations
Videos recorded during the Human-Human PbD activities have been inspected by the
experimenters to compare differences in teacher behaviours with respect to their behaviour
while teaching to Baxter. The most important observation is that the teachers expects the
human learner to be active during the training procedure. Contrary to the Baxter-based setup
used in these experiments, humans have a context-aware representation of the environment
and of the task that is going to be performed and they use this information to predict and
anticipate the teacher. In fact, observing Figure 4.13 it is possible to notice that the teacher
is just controlling learner’s wrist and elbow, nevertheless the learner is able to successfully
grasp the box without any instruction on how to position palm and fingers, and on when to
actually grasp the object.
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Figure 4.13 Human-Human PbD activities: one volunteer is using kinaesthetic teaching to
train another person how to pick and place a set of boxes.
Hypotheses corroboration
In Section 4.3.3, when analysing density distributions in trajectories, we found out that phases
Tγ and Tr tend to group high density points. Furthermore, observations suggest that, in a
typical pick and place task, the time spent in those phases is highly relevant, and amounts to
around 45% of the total teaching time. These two findings prove that the process of teaching a
robot how to grasp or release an object via KT is critical, and that it would be worth the effort
to improve it, since it may lead to a relevant reduction of the required teaching (and possibly
execution) time. As we observed in Section 4.3.3 the densities of points in phases Tγ and Tr
are characterized by a high variance among different volunteers. This fact is probably due
to the difference in their personal skills or lack of experience, and it suggests the necessity
to reduce an operator’s influence on certain difficult phases of KT, by extending KT with a
number of semi-autonomous robot behaviours. In order to devise such behaviours we recur
to Human-Human PbD activities, and in particular to what happens when humans apply a
simple form of KT to train each other. Qualitative observations of Section 4.3.3, combined
with the analyses described in Section 4.3.3, lead us to identify two possible disturbing
factors in the teaching procedure: (i) the manual control for opening and closing the robot’s
gripper, as suggested by WH2, and (ii) the need to select and reach the most appropriate
grasping pose, as put forth by WH3.
In order to avoid these disturbing factors, we propose a research work plan that foresees
the design and implementation of two semi-autonomous robot behaviours extending the basic
KT paradigm: (i) the autonomous opening and closing of a robot’s gripper when appropriate,
which requires the robot to understand the operator’s intentions and to reason about the

























Figure 4.14 A bar graph representing the age distribution between the two groups.
configuration of the objects in its workspace, and (ii) the autonomous gripper re-orientation
according to the identified grasping pose, which requires the robot to reason about object
shapes and functions. The implementation of such abilities can allow a robot to actively
participate in the teaching procedure, reducing the required teaching time and facilitating
human-robot interaction via KT. We hypothesize that the introduction of the autonomous
opening and closing of the robot’s gripper reduces [H3] the time required to teach a robot
a given task, comprehensive of operator’s attempts and the required number of iterations.
In particular, [H3.1] teaching time variation over volunteers is reduced, and [H3.2] teaching
time spent in Tγ and Tr decreases. Instead considering the robot’s end-effector trajectory τ ,
as executed at teaching time, the autonomous gripper opening and closing behaviour [H4]
reduces the density associated to spatial intervals related to grasp and release instants. In
particular, [H4.1] Tγ and Tr variation over volunteers is reduced.
4.3.4 Main study
In order to verify the hypotheses inspired by the preliminary study described in Section 4.3.1,
we designed a new experiment. The new experimental setup considers just the Human-Baxter
PbD activity carried on with two different experimental conditions: Standard KT (S-KT) and
Wizard of Oz KT (WoZ-KT).
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Volunteers
The experiment involved 17 volunteers, 12 from a vocational educational and training school
and 5 from a state industrial and technical institute. Volunteers have been divided into
two groups such that the schools are equally represented, Figure 4.14 presents the age of
volunteers for the two groups. Two volunteers for each group have previous knowledge of
industrial equipment and each of them had between 6 and 12 months of experience. Further-
more, one volunteer for each group has experience with Baxter since he had participated
to the preliminary study (Section 4.3.1). The two groups perform the Human-Baxter PbD
activity with two different experimental conditions: the first group uses S-KT while the
second one uses WoZ-KT.
Human-Baxter PbD experiments
The experimental setup for the Human-Baxter PbD activity is identical to the one described
in Section 4.3.1 but for the position of volunteers, who are beside Baxter. The two groups G1
and G2 perform the experiment with different experimental conditions:
(G1) Standard KT: The experiment is identical to the one described in Section 4.3.1;
(G2) Wizard of Oz KT: Volunteers physically guide Baxter through the teaching procedure
but they do not have to control the gripper since they are told that Baxter is able to
recognize when to grasp and release the object. Instead, an experimenter is controlling
the gripper using keyboard commands.
At all times, the trajectory τ is recorded as expressed in the joint space.
Quantitative results
Duration of the teaching process: Figure 4.15 presents the time duration of the teaching
procedure for all volunteers, divided by group. The two groups are characterized by different
trends. Indeed volunteers in G1 are characterized by a median value of 20.5 sec and a
variance of 70.26 s2, while volunteers belonging to G2 have a median value of 12.6 sec and
a variance of 3.55 s2. These results together with the empirical cumulative distribution study
presented in Figure 4.16 confirm [H3] and [H3.1], since the autonomous behaviours have
reduced both the teaching time mean and variation over volunteers.
















Figure 4.15 The time duration of the teaching procedure in the Human-Baxter PbD activities,
for each volunteer, in groups.

























Figure 4.16 The empirical distribution function computed on the time duration of the teaching
procedure for each group.







































Figure 4.17 Bar graphs, one for each group, representing the time spent in each phase during
the teaching procedure. Phases names refer to the temporal classification in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.18 The empirical distribution function computed for each volunteer on the distance
between points belonging to Tγ and Tr respectively with pγ and pr.
























Figure 4.19 Bar graphs, one for each group, representing the median over all the volunteers
of the median density for each phase.
Duration of task phases: We computed the duration associated with Tph1, Tph2 and Tph3
(Figure 4.2) for each volunteer, thus obtaining the results presented in Figure 4.17. Such
results reinforce precedent observations regarding H3. For each group the lowest duration of
Tph1, Tph2 and Tph3 is highlighted in red. These results, analogously to what we found out
in the preliminary study, suggests that the time spent by each volunteer on Tph1, Tph2 and
Tph3 is different. We hypothesized that these differences are due to factors ascribable to the
volunteer and not to the robot nor the task. In fact, the median value over all the volunteers
of the Tph1, Tph2 and Tph3 variance for G1 is 7.55 s2 while for G2 is 1.73 s2. These results
seem to confirm that removing the disturbance associated with gripper control increases
homogeneity over task phases and volunteers.
Spatial distribution of end-effector trajectory points: The density function dτ,p is com-
puted for all the experiments with ∆ = 4.7 cm and it is used to divide each trajectory τ in the
five phases defined by the spatial classification. In order to prove the validity of the division
process we study the empirical distribution of the distances between points belonging to Tγ
and Tr, respectively with pγ and pr. From this study, which is summarised in Figure 4.18,
results that, referring to (4.5), ε amounts to 12 cm while the majority of the points belonging
to Tγ and Tr are far closer to the reference points pγ and pr. Considering the definition of
Tγ and Tr given in Section 4.2.2 and the experimental setup, particularly the 78 cm distance
between A and B, the determined ε value suggests that the density-based subdivision is valid.
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Figure 4.19 presents the median value of densities over all the experiments for each
group. Densities for G1 are similar to the one we have found out in the preliminary study
(Section 4.3.1). Instead, the densities for G2 show the behaviour that we hypothesized in
[H4], i.e., the autonomous behaviour reduces densities associated with grasp and release
instants. In fact, densities for Tγ and Tr decrease. In particular, the gripper autonomous
behaviour affects more the Grasping phase which is the one characterized by the highest
density. The Grasping phase is also characterized by a higher variance over volunteers both
in the preliminary study and for G1 in the current experiment, particularly for this group
the variance is 2.72 N2/cm6.Providing the robot with an autonomous gripper control (from
the volunteers’ perspective), as in case of group G2, reduces the density variance among
volunteers to 0.01 N2/cm6, therefore corroborating [H4.1].
Using the density-based segmentation of τ we have computed the time length associated
to Tγ and Tr and we have expressed Tγ +Tr as a percentage over the total teaching time. The
results seem to confirm [H3.2] since for G1 the two phases take 43% of the total time while
for G2 the total time taken by this two phases reduces to 37%.
4.3.5 Discussion
In Section 4.3.3 discussing the results of the preliminary study, we concluded that phases
Tγ and Tr could benefit by two semi-autonomous behaviours: namely the autonomous
opening and closing of the robot’s gripper, inspired by WH2, and the autonomous gripper
re-orientation according to an identified grasping pose, inspired by WH3. Focusing on the
first semi-autonomous behaviour we formulated a new set of hypotheses and we structured a
new experiment to test them.
The proposed semi-autonomous approach is in line with the tendency of previous works
toward a more natural teaching modality such as data gloves [149], vision systems [150],
haptic devices [151] or kinaesthesia [152]. While tactile corrections have been proposed
to refine demonstrations which may be negatively affected by human inexperience [147],
our approach reduces the effects introduced by operators, as shown in Section 4.3.4, by
limiting their responsibilities according to what we observed during the natural human-human
interaction.
The Wizard of Oz approach for its nature cannot provide a definitive answer to our
research questions since the experimenter influence can be neither neglected nor estimated. If
it is reasonable to assume that the experimenter is more accurate than an autonomous system
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in detecting grasp and release instants, it is not realistic to assume that they have the same
repeatability. Nevertheless, the results of this study can provide useful hints.
Our results seem to confirm our hypothesis about the suboptimalities introduced in
the teaching procedure and the simulation of the semi-autonomous behaviour partially
solves the criticality introduced by grasping and releasing. The autonomous gripper re-
orientation according to the identified grasping pose could be what is missing in order to
obtain a homogeneous teacher-independent teaching process free from non-intuitive routine
operations.
4.4 Follow Up
5 The results of our experiments with PbD and KT suggested us that an autonomous behaviour
of the robot in the training phase could help to improve the overall quality of the trajectory
and to reduce the teaching time. As we have pointed out in Section 4.1 the movements
performed by a human for KT are continuous gestures that modify the robot joint status.
Since normally this does not involve the usage of any other external sensors the visibility
of the KT gestures is at the robot joint level and therefore they are sensed using the robot
encoders. Because of this reason is not possible to determine if the user is using both hands
(bi-manual gesture) or just one. KT gestures clearly have a direct effect on all the robot joints
except for the gripper, and this is probably what causes the problems experienced in our
studies. For this reason, we think that a reasonable approach is to link the KT gestures to the
gripper control to implement our desired autonomous behaviour.
To achieve this we have decided to use a data-driven approach similar to those described
in Chapter 3. A small dataset (36 sequences) have been collected with two volunteers
teaching pick and place tasks to Baxter using KT. Each volunteer has been asked to use KT
to pick an object 18 times, every time from a different spatial position, using only one hand.
The robot starts every time from its default configuration. Volunteers wear a smartwatch
on the hand used to control the robot arm. The overall dataset contains smartwatch angular
velocity and linear acceleration, joint state (angles, velocities and efforts) for the controlled
arm and the gripper status. Using the sequences contained in the dataset an LSTM neural
network has been trained to map the current robot status and human data from the smartwatch
to the robot end-effector status. In this preliminary study, the neural network has been
trained only for the grasping scenario. To perform online testing, the data collected by the
5The work described in this section has been carried out by Carlo Adornetto and supervised by Alessandro
Carfì for the course Software Architecture for Robotics
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Figure 4.20 Two frames extracted from the video representing two volunteers using KT with
the developed autonomous behaviour.
system are fed to the neural network through a moving horizon window and the output is
continuously sent as a control command to the robot gripper. Results of this preliminary
study seem encouraging since the robot is able to autonomously close the gripper during the
teaching phase, Figure 4.20 presents two frames extracted by a video where two volunteers
use the system 6. Obviously the dataset is too small and the experiments limited to extract





Future Challenges & Conclusions
In the previous Chapters we have investigated the GI-UI problem in robotics scenarios
focusing on two specializations of the problem Discrete GI-UI, Chapter3, and Continuous
GI-UI, Chapter 4. This leads us to develop techniques and design experimental setups to
deal with discrete and continuous gestures. The developed technologies and the acquired
experience, for the GI-UI problem, can be used in other application fields as a natural
evolution of our work.
5.1 Activity Recognition
1 As we have mentioned in Chapter 3 the gesture and activity recognition problem shares some
come aspect such as sensing devices and processing techniques. Therefore, the techniques
developed for gesture recognition have been adapted and tested for the activity recognition
problem.
Activity recognition is a widespread research team with different application scenario. In
this study, we were interested to recognize activities of daily leaving (ADL) in an healthcare
scenario. The idea is that by monitoring some activities such as drinking, walking or brushing
the teeth it is possible to infer the health status of the subject and its level of autonomy. An
intelligent system capable of recognizing that you are sitting for a long time can suggest or
encourage some physical activity, similarly, if the drinking activity has not been recognized
for a while a reminder could be triggered to prevent dehydration. Of course, the core
functionality for a system like this to properly work is the activity recognition. Since these
1The work described in this section has been carried out by Marco Ruzzon and supervised by Fulvio
Mastrogiovanni, Toshiyuki Murakami and Carfì Alessandro for the Master Thesis "A Modular Architecture for
Activity Recognition using Wearable Devices and Neural Networks"
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Table 5.1 Activities considered in the study.




moving oneself from seated to standing,
getting in and out of bed, and the ability
to walk independently from one location
to another
2 Sit Down (chair)





the ability to feed oneself, though not








(Instrumental) cleaning and maintaining the house
(a) Sensor Configuration (Front) (b) Sensor Configuration (Back)
Figure 5.1 Sensors position on the volunteer body.
systems are usually meant to be deployed in areas associated with high concerns for privacy,
such as a private apartment, cameras are usually avoided in favour of wearables.
Wearables guarantee a higher level of privacy and can be easily embedded in objects of
daily usage such as wristbands, watches and more generally cloths. Ideally, a distributed
architecture can be imagined where the sensors are worn in different body location to
enhance the collected information. However, wearable sensors require power delivery
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through batteries and given the scenario is not reasonable to assume that the subject is going
to personally charge all the devices when needed. Therefore, we are looking for a flexible
and modular software architecture that can continue to operate even if not all the sensors are
active, waiting for a caregiver to charge the sensing devices.
With these premises, we are looking for a distributed architecture, capable of recognizing
different activities using data from different sensors and with a modular structure capable of
handling sensors failure. The SPC technique (Section 3.6.2), developed to overcome the lack
of modularity of SLOTH, fits the system requirements.
Therefore, we designed a software architecture based on SPC to recognize the ADL
described in Table 5.1 using 6 9-axis IMUs worn as shown in Figure 5.1. Data from each of
the 6 sensors are processed by an independent module. Each module contains a predictor for
each activity, implemented using LSTM-NN, returning a continuous stream of prediction
error that is processed by a threshold mechanism to perform the detection. Recognition result
from each sensor module is constantly sent to a local reasoner that uses a voting system
to determine the performed activity. Each module has been evaluated individually and the
preliminary results on the overall architecture are promising.
5.2 Hand Tracking
InDex project 2 aims to study human in-hand manipulation for robotic purposes. Autonomous
robots are expected to operate in human environment and physically interact with objects
designed for humans, objects that should be manipulated according to their physical char-
acteristics such as fragility and affordance. In literature, many works have been proposed
to extract information from human motion to learn strategies for in-hand manipulation for
robotic hands. In particular, multimodal data from human interaction with objects have
been proposed to learn how to grasp and manipulate objects [163], data from a smart glove,
equipped with magnetic trackers, have been used to learn grasp strategies [164] and human
demonstrations, recorded in virtual reality, have been used to improve reinforcement learning
results in manipulation tasks [165]. Human motion tracking consist in estimating at each
time instant the status of the human joints (q(t) from Section 2.1) and it is required to collect
good quality data from which a robot could learn. To learn manipulation strategies, hand
tracking is fundamental.
2The work described in this section have been founded from the European Commission within the Horizon
2020 Framework (CHIST-ERA,2014-2020), project InDex.
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In Section 3.6.1 we have described a data glove equipped with 12 6-axis IMUs to perceive
human gestures. In our work, we have explored how to use IMUs raw data to interpret human
motion without using any kind of motion tracking. Nevertheless, IMUs can even be used for
motion tracking, e.g. Xsense MoCap 3.
(a) The real hand pose (b) The perceived hand pose
Figure 5.2 Hand tracking example using the data glove.
The sensors embedded in our data glove uses raw data to extract the sensor orientation
expressed in quaternions. Since each sensor is mechanically coupled with a hand or finger
link, the difference in orientation between consecutive links can be used to determine the
hand joint states. However, the orientation information is extracted from the sensory data
(accelerometer and gyroscope) and it is particularly accurate in estimate the sensor roll and
pitch but, since the sensor is missing a magnetometer, the yaw estimation is performed
integrating the gyroscope data without an external reference. This makes the yaw estimation
particularly sensitive to noise and initial state conditions. Therefore, to compute the angle
between two joints is not possible to simple relay on the rotation matrix between the two
consecutive sensor frames, since their orientation differences are influenced by errors in the
yaw estimation and not only by the human motion. To overcome this problem we use the
orientation information to define a plane for each sensor, perpendicular to the z-axis and
3https://www.xsens.com/motion-capture
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therefore independent by the yaw. Then joint angles are computed as the angle between
planes related to consecutive sensors. This led to good tracking result shown in Figure
5.2 although quantitative results, comparing the glove tracking with a vision based MoCap
system, should still be carried out.
5.3 Conclusions
In this thesis work, we have faced the problem of GI-UI, not necessarily aiming to a natural
communication tool, but a new tool leveraging a communication channel that nowadays, with
some exceptions, is mostly unused in mainstream technology. We have explored the literature
realizing that a big obstacle in this technology development the lack of a clear definition of
the problem and confusion in keywords used to refer it. To structure the problem we have
given a formal definition of gesture and we have designed a gesture taxonomy. Furthermore,
we divided the problem of gestural interaction in three components sensing, data processing
and system reaction and we have analysed implications of choices taken for each component.
Since each component is strictly correlated with the others, it is not possible to address them
individually but a more homogeneous approach should be adopted.
The proposed taxonomy and the division of the gestural interaction problem have been
used to classify articles in the context of a literature survey. The classification is presented in a
tabular form, easy to be consulted, and an online version has been made available as well. The
website solution is an efficient way to constantly update the survey and to let other researchers
cooperate in this process. We hope that this could help in a further field development by
building a research community sharing the same terminologies. Our literature classification
gives the possibility to researchers to look for relevant works filtering them for specific
aspects such as sensing device, problem faced or the kind of gesture considered. This is
what we have done in Chapter 3, we have chosen the filtering criteria, such as the usage of
discrete gestures and IMUs, based on our application scenario, and we have extracted from
our survey relevant articles.
In Chapter 3, we have tackled the Discrete GI-UI problem exploring the usage of discrete
gestures for human-robot interaction to navigate a menu-based interface through the usage of
wearable IMUs for an industrial application. We have designed a new gesture recognition
method named SLOTH that leverages Long Short Term Memory Neural Network and
a threshold mechanism to perform online gesture recognition relaxing the close world
assumption. We have compared SLOTH with another state of the art method that uses
Gaussian Mixture Modelling and Gaussian Mixture Regression to build gesture templates, the
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Mahalanobis distance to perform a probabilistic classification and a thresholding mechanism
for gesture detection. The comparative study results highlight SLOTH higher performances
both in term of gesture recognition accuracy and system responsiveness. Using SLOTH
for the gesture recognition we have developed a menu-based interface to interact with a
CoBot and we have designed and performed a subject study. Results of this studies identified
problems in the gesture dictionary and more generally in the dataset. Therefore, a list of
activities has been planned to overcome these problems. In particular, we have designed
and built a data glove for gesture sensing, designed a new gesture dictionary and develop a
new protocol and software to collect a new dataset. Furthermore, a new gesture recognition
method has been envisioned (Simultaneous Prediction and Classification SPC) to overcome
SLOTH limitations for what regards system modularity. Future development of this work
will consist in an assessment of the new dictionary either for intuitiveness and physical stress,
the collection of a bigger dataset and a more extensive evaluation of the proposed gesture
recognition methods, SLOTH and SPC.
Finally, in Chapter 4 we have considered the Continuous GI-UI problem studying the
usage of continuous gestures associated with the programming by demonstration paradigm,
known as Kinaesthetic Teaching (KT). We have conducted a preliminary experiment to
study the trajectories performed by the user during the KT of a pick-and-place task. The
preliminary experimentation underlined the criticality of the grasping and releasing phases
and suggested that an active robot behaviour, during the teaching phase, could facilitate the
user work. With a follow-up study, we have enforced this conclusion thanks to a Wizard of Oz
experiment. Therefore, we have applied the expertise in data-driven approaches, developed
for the discrete gesture recognition, to implement an autonomous grasping behaviour for
the KT obtaining good preliminary results. However, this work should be consolidated and
extended for the releasing phase aiming to a shift in the KT in which the robot is no more a
passive subject but it is actively able to interact. This can be achieved by developing better
tools for reacting to continuous gestures and probably by adding some context information
in the loop.
We hope that the influence of our work could exceed our expectations inspiring the work
of researchers in gestural interaction and similar fields.
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